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Editorial

TWENTY YEARS OF TOUCHSTONE

On the tenth anniversary of this journal John Hogman pro-
vided the editorial. This is how he began:

As an undergraduate in religious studies in the early seventies I noticed
how hard it was to find published material by Canadians on theological and
religious issues facing people in Canada. When I did find articles by Canadi-
ans they were in journals published in the United States and were always
shaped and presented for the wider North American readership. On many
topics this was not necessarily a drawback. On the other hand it seemed
impossible to access the debate among Canadians about their own peculiar
needs and problems.

It appeared to me that the vitality of the Canadian churches, and in par-
ticular my own denomination, the United Church of Canada, required some
public theological dialogue and debate about the life and faith of Canadians
and of our denomination. I did not believe this could happen without Cana-
dian and United Church publications.

John went on to describe how he and his friend, David
Hoffman, just prior to their ordination to the ministry, took up the
question with some of us who had been around the United Church
for many years. Though we tried to explain to them the difficulties
in launching and maintaining a journal in the small Canadian, and
even smaller United Church, market, they refused to take that as a
definitive answer. When we explained further that there had been
a number of Canadian religious publications in the past that had
perished for lack of a wide enough readership, they were unwill-
ing to accept that as a reason why something shouldn't be tried
agam.

They thus shamed us into the venture that came to be known
as Touchstone.In that IOlhanniversary editorial he commented fur-
ther:

In the early days, before the first issue was mailed, the majority of our
group thought a life-expectancy of two or three years would be generous. [
always held out for ten years. Even ten years has proved to be too modest.

-----------
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I was one of those who thought we might last a couple of
years. Happily I was proved wrong. We are now beginning our
third decade. .

But beyond the reasons John has already set out for the start-
ing of a journal, were there any other factors that prompted us to
embark upon this venture? There were, and the most significant
one was identified by Gordon Harland in the editorial that appeared
in the very first issue. He quoted a comment by John Webster Grant:
"The most conspicuous weakness of the United Church of Canada
has been the lack of any serious effort to test its life and work by
the touchstone of the Christian tradition, whether in Scripture or in
the experience of the church in other times and places." From the
beginning it was the goal of TOllchstone to overcome that weak-
ness. Gordon Harland's own words in that first editorial now ap-
pear on our masthead:

The purpose of Touchstone is to bring the United Church of Canada's herit-
age of theology and faith to bear on its own present life and witness, and to
engage the issues of our day in the light of the biblical message and the
Christian tradition.

One of the ways we set out to achieve our purpose was to
enrich the discussions and debates surrounding the official publi-
cations of General Council and its committees. An example of that
intention was to be found in our very first issue, where we carried
two appraisals of the Sexuality Report that had appeared in 1980.
The follow up Report that was issued a couple of years later was
also reviewed in the journal. That practice has continued, so that
all major General Council reports have generated comment in
TOllchstone.Some of our commentators have been supportive of
the gist of the reports and some critical. But in every case it has
been our goal to stimulate thoughtful, fair, and civil discussion of
the important issues before our denomination. Ad hominem com-
ments have been avoided.

----
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In that connection I want to return to John Hogman's edito-
rial.He was describingsomeof the questionsthat facedus in launch-
ing the publication. One of them

was the question of whether we would be simply a forum for dialogue in the
United Church or whether we would have a particular perspective to place
before the Church. We chose the second alternative. We have thus tried to be

open to a range of theological opinion consistent with the historical and
ecumenical faith of the Church, recognizing that the question of what that
faith is would continue to be part of the journal's life and character.

Still, there are important questions that don't get discussed in Touch-
stone. Is there any justification for this? I hope there is. We are a
journal with a very limited number of pages, and we publish only
three times annually. It has seemed to us sensible to leave aside
matters already well-covered in other publications - whether secu-
lar or religious - commonly read by United Church members,
unless we feel we have a fresh perspective to offer. An obvious
case in point is September 11 and its grim aftermath in the Afghan
war. The air waves, the newspapers, the magazines, and messages
from church sources have been flooding our homes with informa-
tion and comment on this subject. We are therefore adding to it
only modestly in this issue, with a brief article by James M. Wall,
and David Martyn's review of materials available on the Internet.
Ed Searcy's sermon relates to the subject since it was preached
only a couple of Sundays after September II, but well before the
bombing of Afghanistan began. Thus most of this number of the
journal is taken up with matters that are related to its original pur-
pose, which are issues connected with the distinctives of Christian
faith and life.

I cannot conclude this Editorial, nevertheless, without any
comment on September 11 and its aftermath. One of the concerns
I have is that we should remember terrorists have a human face.

This does not make them any less frightening, but it is important to
keep before us the fact that they are persons with hopes and dreams
for their people, whoever they consider their people to be. Keep-
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ing their humanity in view is important for our own humanity. If
we demonize them we inevitably place ourselves too securely on
the side of righteousness. Weare unable to see our own complicity
in evil. I am not following the line of argument, chosen by some in
the liberal Christian community, that the terrorists were created
largely by American self-serving foreignpolicy. It's true that there
is a context for the growth of terrorism, and part of the context is
the dominance of the United States in world affairs. But I am after
something else here. I want us to recognize that it is not uncom-
mon for people to set out to do good and instead to do evil. In the
present instance we have people we call terrorists so desperately
concerned to do good that they are willing to give their lives to the
cause. What is involved in this sacrifice is taking as many other
peoples' lives in the process as they possibly can - the preferred
lives to be taken at the moment being American and Israeli ones. It
is easy to identify s~ch acts as evil, and we should do precisely
that. But as Miroslav Volfrightly says, such people remain God's
good creatures who pursue undeniable goods even as they do evil.
In times of crisis like these I want to suggest that we shouldn't
abandon the self-scrutiny that is always needed; we shouldn't for-
get, as we try to pursue goals identified by us as being obviously
good, that we too can be in collusion with evil.

I turn again to Volf,who writes as an American:

God's love is broad enough to include evildoers, the worst of them. We
know this because Christ died for their salvation no less than for the salva-

tion of the rest of us who are by nature enemies of God. To call someone evil
is not to place [them] beyond the pale of God's redemption. Similarly, to call
[them] evil is not to exempt ourselves from the obligation to love [them]. If
our enemies are hungry ,we should feed them; if they are thirsty, we should
give them something to drink. Instead of being overcome by evil, we should
overcome evil with good.I

-AM.W.

I Miroslav Volf, "Evil and Evildoers", The Christian Cel/tlll)', November 14,
2001, p.30.

-- - --



CIVILIZATION CLASH?

by James M. Wall'

After leading the West to a victory over Iraq in the gulf war,
President George Bush boldly promised a new world order for the
2151century.That hope received a major blow on September II. In
response, his son George W. Bush launched a military assault on
Afghanistan. This action resonates with Samuel Huntingdon's
much-debated 1993essay, which rejects the new world order and
announces an impending "clash of civilizations". Huntingdon pre-
dicted that future wars would be fought not between nations but
between competing cultures, and most notably between the West
and Islam.

Many conservative intellectuals, journalists and politicians
were searching for a new enemy to replace the communist evil
empire. They eagerly embraced Huntingdon's overly simplistic
thesis, and began to reduce complex cultural, religious and politi-
cal conflicts to an easy-to-read, easier-to-report,good guy-bad guy
narrative. Osama bin Laden replaced Saddam Hussein as the new
Arab villain. Terrorist attacks in 1993 (World Trade Center) and
1998(U.S. embassies) were attributed to bin Laden. That series of
events reached a sensational conclusion in the attacks of Septem-
ber II.

President Bush was ready with his declaration of war.
Huntingdon's thesis appeared to be a prophecy fulfilled. But there
was one political problem. To fight terrorism Bush needs the co-
operation and at least the tacit support of Muslim and Arab states.
Eager to hold together his coalition, the president insists that his
war is with terrorism, not Islam. He is fighting against a tide. The
Huntingdonthesishas alreadypenetrateddeeplyinto the conscious-

r Copyright 2001 Christian Cenlury Foundation. Reprinted by permission from
the November 7, 2001, issue of The Christian Centl/lJ'. Subscriptions: $49/yr.,
from P.O. Box 378, Mt. Morris, IL 61054.
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ness of a Western culture that likes to see its enemies in sharp
focus.

There are early ominous signs that because of the fervor of
this war, darkness could descend on cherished civil liberties and
freedoms. In the Washington Times (October 18) Mona Charen
proposed that thousands of Arabs currently in the United States
with studentand travel visas "should all be asked politely and with-
out prejudice, to go home. This will work hardships in many cases,
and that is regrettable. But there... is no constitutional right for
foreignstudents to studyhere." Charenconcludes,"Wecannot take
chances. This is no more than common sense."

Jonathan Kay, writing in Canada's National Post on October
18, echoed Charen's tough line, insisting that this is no time to
worry about the danger of discrimination. "We should not pretend
that an effective fight against terrorism can be waged in a truly
colour-blind fashion. The fact is, those who plot the annihilation
of our civilization are of one religion and almost without excep-
tion, one race."

What form will this abandonment of basic civil liberties take,
in Kay's judgment? "We are talking about ethnic profiling at air-
ports, the use of information in suspect mosques [several North
American imams have recently been implicated in terror activi-
ties] and tracing the expenditures of Muslim charities."

John Keegan, defense editor for London's Daily Telegraph,
writes that since September 11, Samuel Huntingdon's thesis "has
been taken very seriously indeed." Keegan knows this war is not
another crusade of the sort that sent Christian armies to rescue the
Holy Land from Islam. Rather, he insists, this current war is "a far
older conflict between settled, creative productive Westerners and
predatory, destructive Orientals."

Keegan concludes that "it is no good pretending that the peo-
ples of the desert and the empty spaces exist on the same level of
civilization as thosewho farmand manufacture.They do not. Their
attitude to the West has always been that it is a world ripe for the
picking."
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Italian Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi, a media baron be-
fore he entered politics, had to "recant" a statement that the West
should be confident in the "superiority" of its civilization, but a
poll in a newspaper published by his family found that 60 percent
ofItalians agreed with the superiority claim.

In a recent interview Huntingdondescribed the September 11
attacks as a "blow by a fanatical group on civilized societies in
general." But he also wrote: "Some Westerners...have argued that
the West does not have problems with Islam but only with violent
Islamist extremists. Fourteenhundred yearsof history demonstrate
otherwise The underlying problem for the West is not Islamic
fundamentalism but Islam, a different civilization whose 'violent
propensity' is exceeded only by that of China." Huntingdon says
that Islam holdsto the superiorityof its own religiousculture,while
the West believes in the universality of a culture which it wants to
spread throughout the world.

At least 41 leading conservative American journalists, intel-
lectuals and politicians have sent a letter to President Bush urging
him to expand the war against terrorism to include attacks that
would eliminate the leaders ofIraq and Syria, replacing them with
leaders friendly to the West. The letter echoes the hard-line rheto-
ric of the Israeli prime minister, who recently described "Yasir
Arafat's PalestinianAuthority,Syria, Iran and other states" as "ter-
rorist or terrorist-promoting states with grievous records."

The West has the military power to accomplish that goal. But
an increasingly angry world Muslim community, which sees the
attacks on Afghanistan as attacks on Islam would find ways to
respond.Terrorwould expand. Huntingdon's thesis, which reduces
complex cultural and religious patterns to a simple narrative of
good versus evil, could become a nightmare prophecy fulfilled.



DOES THE BUILDING COMMITTEE
WANTTO MEDITATE?
THE SPIRITUAL NURTURE OF ADULTS
- A MARITIME PERSPECTIVE

by Kate Crawford (Galea)

Let us say, for the sake of having a definition, that spiritual
life is having an awareness of the divine, and engaging in practices
which nurture that awareness. The state of the world around us

will have an impactupon us, affecting our ability to have an aware-
ness of God, depending on whether this is encouraged or discour-
aged, whether the existence of God is taken for granted or ridi-
culed. We are also affected by the kind of spiritual practices that
we are exposed to, and the manner in which they are perceived by
our world. Despite the enormous di!Terenceswhich distinguish us
geographically and demographically, there are a few things which
can be said about contemporary North American culture which
have an impact on spiritual life.

I offer these factors in no particular order, and without a great
deal of explanation, hoping that they are, to some degree, self-
evident. I diagnose our culture as increasingly individuali~tic,as it
moves away from a focus on the family and the community. Aid-
ing the push to individualism is the exponential increase in the use
of electronic technologies. and the creation of a non-existentP'Iace
called the Internet, where whole lives can be lost. As we move
away from community, into the electronic wonderland of home
video, gameboys, and computers, we are l<!singtouch with what
fundamentally makes us human: the ability to form relationships,
including a relat_ionship-'with the divine. I also see a d~line in our
ability to make long-standing commitments, whether it be within
the family (for instance making a marriage that lasts or being a
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parent for life), or whether it be in the workplace. The days oflife-
long allegiance to one's firm or company are gone. With this loss
in our ability to make long-standing commitments, I fear that we

are mo~ing away from the kind of emotional maturity which can
be nurtured only through suffering and struggle and self-knowl-
edge and humility. Lastly, I see that we are accepting hig~_~ and
l1igher levels of stress as normative, to the detriment of our health
and our quality of life.

There is one redeeming characteristic of our contemporary
culture: spiritual hunger. As the second part of this quick look at
how contemporary culture impacts on adult spiritual formation I
would like to spend some time exploring the issue of spiritual hun-
ger.

Before I do this, however, I wish to introduce you to three of
the six people whom I interviewed for this paper. Since I am going
to be using their reflections, I would like you to have a sense of
who they are. Hopefully, you will find a consistency in their com-
ments and they will develop personalities for you, as you find your-
self in agreement or disagreement with one or other of them.

Dr. WilfBean is the Program Director at.Tatamagouche Center
in Nova Scotia. He holds a doctorate in Community Psychology,
and came to TC recently, having spent 13 years with the Coady
International Institute based at St Francis Xavier University. The
Rev. Keith Hagerman is currently the minister in Antigonish Pas-
toral Charge. He is a native Maritimer who has also been in min-
istry in Ontario. Janice Maclean is the Maritime Conference staff
person for Christian Growth and Nurture. She returned to Canada
from Jerusalem to take up this newly created position. She is also
a member of the lona Community, and lived in Scotland for three
years steeping herself in Celtic spirituality.

In discussion with me, Wilf Bean named two significant fac-
ets of the spiritual hunger noted above. When asked what adults
are looking for in the church he responded
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I'm sure I'm being autobiographical here. Wewant meaning in our lives in
a world that's undergoing profound change.' We look for Iispiritual dimen-
sion and look for the church to give us a sense of meaning - that buying
things doesn't fulfil our needs. But our culture doesn't offer us a lot of
alternatives. Twentyyears ago the secular alternativewas to bury yourself in
work, but now work is being trivialized, if you even have it, and those of us
who do have work realize how ephemeral it is.

Keith Hagerman agrees on this point about meaning in life.
He sees people coming to church with their questions, and under-
stands his role as "helping them find meaning, and making con-
nections with the [sacred] story" starting from where they are. Keith
points out that with children we tend to start our efforts at spiritual
formation with the story, "but adults often already have a problem
with the church". We can't start with the story with them, we have
to start where they are as they search for meaning in their lives.

Wilf Bean mentioned two significant facets of contemporary
spiritual hunger. The first is the s~arch for mealing. The second
is the ~rch for community

Within all of us is a yearning to be connected. We know deep within our-
selves that we cannot be fulfilled individually, despite what our contempo-
rary culture tells us. This is the Jewish idea of Shalom. Even Jesus worked
in community, the group of disciples who were gathered around him were
his community.

Janice Maclean agrees with Wilf's identification of the search for
community and points to the proliferation of electronic chat rooms
on the Internet as an example of this yearning. She challenges us
in the church to respond to this new reality in a theologically ap-
propriate way.

I Dr. Bill Close, Principal of the Atlantic School of Theology identified almost
the same complex of issues in his conversation with me when he said, "soul issues
are abounding: everything from burnout and acquisitiveness, to a kind of refusal
to entertain change. A major issue is around the complexity of life, and in the
midst of that complexity, uncertainty."

-- -- -
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Responding to the Hunger

Before exploring how our UnitedChurch is faring in respond-
ing to the spiritual hunger of adults, I would like to introduce
another two of the six magi from the east. Jim St Clair is a Cape
Breton layperson with a deep sense of rootedness in his ancestral
home. Jim has retired from teaching at the University College of
Cape Breton, and devotes his time to his twin passions: regional
history and the United Church of Canada. And Rev. Dr.Bill Close
is the principal of the Atlantic School of Theology.

How is the United Church failing to respond adequately to
the spiritual hunger of our culture? Jim St Clair laments that

What we are doing very often in our churches now is pleasing [people] by
letting them bask in some kind of old sunset that they think reflects what was
the church of their youth and early middle years. [We are trying to] nourish
them with the kind of intravenous pap that they have been fed in the past.

The church in Eastern Nova Scotia and rural Cape Breton is
very much in crisis as the dwindling and aging population finds
that it cannot support a full-time ministry. The crisis creates a kind
of conservatism which comes from fear, and which is layered upon

. the natural conservatism of the traditional rural culture of this area.

Almost all of the pastoral charges are multi-point, some with a
weekly attendance often or fewer.2

Bill Close confirms that there is a distressing trend among
people seeking ordination to

biblicism, reiterating their own narrow canon of favourite scripture verses,
frequently all around the "wanll fuzzies", chicken soup for the soul, God-
loves-you. There's a kind of oversimplified reliance on just a few things,
and their very readiness to hand is like using just a hammer and a saw and a
couple of nails to build a whole house.

2 As a point of interest, Melford United Church, which meets bi-weekly, has a
regular attendance of three people.
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Both St Clair and Close are warning that the church is in danger of
sticking its head in the sand while trying to pretend that the world
isn't changing all around it.

Jim St Clair agrees that the old ways of doing things are sim-
ply not feeding the younger generation.

We're not feeding a lot of adults because they are looking for the quick fix,
and instead of naming that and trying to accommodate that in some ways
which would be seen as very different than traditional services, we say if
they don't come to church it's their loss. Sure it is. But it's our loss, too. We
don't knowwhat their lives are like. They might really rather have a conver-
sation around a bowl of porridge at 9am on Sunday morning than come with
finer clothes and sit more passively in ornate sanctuaries.

Another harmful aspect of the frequently glacial pace of change in
church traditions and structures was mentioned by Keith Hagerman,
of Antigonish Pastoral Charge.

There are problems with the Sunday School model of Christian develop-
ment for adult spirituality, but people don't move beyond it. In Sunday
School you say "yes," but you don't engage your life. You study your faith,
and confirmation is the graduation from that and then as an adult you serve
on committees.

The United Church is failing the adult seeker in some very con-
crete ways: by preserving old forms of worship and offaith devel-
opment, which may have worked in the past but which are actually
not appealing to younger people. And we fail our adults when we
avoid the serious theological issues of life, depending instead on
what Jim St Clair so aptly calls "intravenous pap."

The Good News

In this section I am going to let the people who love the church
speak for themselves as they answer the question, "What do you
see in Adult Spiritual Nurture in the Maritimes that excites you?"

Janice Maclean started our conversation by pointing to the
creation of her position as one of the great signs of hope she sees.

- --
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It is unique in the country, and was created in response to informa-
tion gathered by Conference through a survey, which clearly indi-

cated that ~oplc in leadership positions wanted nurture and en-
richment. Janice started in this new position in September of 1998,
and spends the largest percentage of her time I~ding retreats. She
is careful to say that these are not workshops, going away to work,
but retreats during which she tea~hes the ancient Christian di~ci-

»Iines of prayer, scripture, solitude and reflection. She is also ani-
mating special groups called "Gathered by the Vision," in which
people gather in an area to practice spirituality and to define a
common task. Janice has also started a new program called "Per-
spectives," designed specifically "to challenge, bless and affirm
lay people in their ministries of daily life, helping them make sense
of what they do Monday at 8 o'clock and Friday evening at 7pm,
as well as Sunday at II."

Janice Maclean also points to three other programs having
significant impact in the Maritime church, namely the Atlantic
Jubilee Program in Spiritual Guidance, the Christian Leadership
Education Program (or CLE), and the popular Church of England
Alpha Program which is being purchased and used widely at the
congregationallevel.3 Each of these programs appeals to the laity,
with the Jubilee Program and the CLE Program offering specific
training and educational components.

Janice comments that because of the Jubilee Program in Spir-
itual Guidance "in the Maritimes far more lay people are skilled
and trained for spiritual direction than clergy." In fact, she notes a
certain clerical resistance to the current renewal in what she calls

"the ancient rhythms" of scripture, prayer and silence. Members
of the order of ministry are not well represented at her retreats or
in the programming mentioned. Part of this may be fear. Janice
quotes one minister saying to her, "I wish you would stop trying to
tell lay people that they can learn to pray, because sooner or later

J Bill Closealso mentionedthe useof the Alphaprogram and wonderedwhether
this represents a deficiency or unidimensionality in what is being offered by our
national church in the way of resources for adult spiritual nurture.

-- --
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someone is going to ask me to teach them, and I don't know how
to."4

WilfBean, ProgramDirectoratACTCcommentson the some-
what haphazard nature of what the United Church is doing, but
celebrates what he sees. He identifies a new trend towards what

he calls "Body Spirituality." By this is meant spiritual practices
which invo~e body, such as healing touch, walking a laby-
rinth, and Yoga. This explQ.fationand physical integration point
to an openness, a sort of liberality which is like the old
Congregationalist denomination, which was sceptical of doctrine
while maintaining a deep personal conviction.

Jim St Clair pointed to the new hymn book, VoicesUnited, as
one of the exciting tools in adult spiritual nurture in this day.s He
identifies the theology of the book as provocative, and says that
through it "we are encouraging adults to grapple with some new
ideas," especially when hymns and scripture readings are com-
bined in newways. Jim isexcited to see, in the small rural churches
around him, new initiatives which are breaking open the old forms
of worship: an Easter Saturday Sunset service on a beach near
Margaree; a congregational reading of the Emmaus story in Inver-
ness when ten gathered for worship one morning; a minister who
comes down from the pulpit and preaches from notes held in the

4 I raised Janice's point about resistance among the order of ministry personnel
to spiritual renewal in my conversation with Bill Close. Bill's comment about
equipping clergy in this area was most insightful. After commenting that the
individual schools don't have a lot of flexibility in terms of program, he added,
"The folks who arrive for theological education are no different than the folks
they seek to serve... [It is our role] to inviteand tojourney with them in a helpful
way so that they have enough security to grow. Unless the individual who would
be minister has travelled far enough along the way in terms of questioning their
own life, by putting questions to it, not necessarily undermining it, then their
repertoireof responses is nowider than when they came in [to theologicalschool].
Our purpose is surely to increase a hundredfold their capacity to respond."

5BillClosealso mentionedthe theologicalstrengthof VoicesUnited,and predicts
that it will prove to be a significant source of spiritual nurture for adults. He
comments that its quick acceptance within the church signals that it meshes with
people's needs, more so than the red Hymll Book of three decades ago.

--
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Bible. These are all ways of worshipping designed to engage peo-
ple with the sacred story. But Jim cautions that it is still difficult
for us

to get a handle on what to say about the economy, about the people who are
being discarded by the economy. While we are aware and sensitive in some
respects, we don't know how to say the words which bring the awareness
that we are our brothers and sisters keepers. We don't follow through and
establish co-ops.

In Jim's comments we see the musical side of our heritage
being brought into focus and named again as a source of spiritual
nurture. We also hear in him the longing for active engagement in
the works of social justice, although he is not naming this as a
current accomplishment, more as a challenge which lies before us.

The Challenges Facing the United Church

Where do we go next as a denomination in assisting adults in
feeding their primary spiritual hunger, the search for meaning and
the desire for community? I am going to offer six recommenda-
tions based on what has been discussed above, None will be a
surprise, but there may be a surprise in a wise and accurate caution
voiced by Bill Close. When I asked him where he saw deficien-
cies in terms of our spiritual nurture of adults currently he re-
sponded,

I think that we are as a church far too polarized. And that means that impor-
tant material is missed. We have an ideology of progressivism, the social
gospel or left-wing politics that is broadly the norm in our church. But it
means that there is another group that is so alienated that they are doing their
own thing.

He estimates the size of the alienated group within our church to
be at least fifty percent. Our public discourse as a denomination
does not match the realityof many of the people in our pews. Some
of them are inspired by the discourse of social justice and liberal-
ism but many are not And in overlooking that fact, the fact that
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perhaps half of our people are not being nourished at a deep inner
level, is perhaps the single most important factor to be considered
in adult spiritual formation for the future.

What to do? I answer you now as a historian: go back to our
roots - back to the peanut butter and jam sandwich of our tradi-
tion, back to the ancient rhythms and practices of the churches
throughout the centuries. Wemust go back in order to go forward.
We cannot throw out the baby of spiritual nourishment with the
bathwater of antiquated religious practices. What follows are_six
recommendations for the s iritual nurture of adults as we move
Into the ture.

First, embrace new forms of worship, and the new hymns in
V(Jire'i:United, insofar as they are honest and true and seeking to
give glory to God. We are a people nourished in worship and in
song.

Second, we are more clerical than we think, and our ministers
need to be adequately trained and versed in the practices of prayer,
so that they can offer compassionate and wise leadership in the
spiritual disciplines.

Third, in the United Church of Canada prayer is like sex.
Everybody expects you to know how to do it, but no one will tell
you how. We must reclaim the language of spirituality or piety
which has been lost over the last seventy five years. Ifwe do not
talk to each other about prayer, fasting, and Bible reading, how do
we show that we value these things, how do we teach them to oth-
ers?

Fourth, this paper is playfully titled "Does the Building Com-
mittee Want to Meditate?" Keith Hagerman commented that "we
need to iEtroduce spirituality into committees in a way which is
meaningful. But Building Committees don't want to meditate." It
is true that most committed adults in our denomination serve on at

least one and perhaps many more of our committees. If that is the
reality of our church structure, then let us work within it to provide
spiritual nurture within those structures for those who care enough
to serve.
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Fifth, we need to continue to affinn the significance of social

justice, or outreach as a significant aspect of our spirituality, with-
out letting that degenerate into works righteousness. As WilfBean
says, "we have defined spirituality far too narrowly as a little space
inside ourselves that we secretly go to now and then, as opposed to
our connection with the universe and the sacredness of life."

And lastly, let ~s not be afraid of the new technologies. If
adults are out meeting each other in chat rooms, then surely the
church has to find a place in chat rooms -a chat chapel, or some-
thing of the sort. Keith Hagennan mused about the possibility of
having a list-serve of members of his congre ations wQow~ on-
line, t rough which he could feed thoughts and reflections during
the week as a way of keeping people in touch with theITspfrituai
side in the workpla<l.e.And there are many other possibilities as
well.

I thank Janice Maclean, Keith Hagennan, Bill Close, Jim St.
Clair and WilfBean for their insights, hopes, dreams and fears for
our United church, and likewise, I thank Touchstone for inviting
me to reflect on this matter.



THE BARRIERS TO RENEWING EVANGELISM
PARTI

by Foster Freed

The October 1983 issue of Touchstone included an article by
John Webster Grant on the United Church and its heritage of evan-
gelism. Noting that "the United Church is...a product of evangeli-
cal revivals that took place in the eighteenth and nineteenth centu-
ries", I Grant expressed regret over the fact that evangelism had, by
1983, become:

an extremely suspect activity in the United Church No one actually speaks
against it, but mention of it in clerical circles creates embarrassment; a seri-
ous proposal that it should be done in any overt way is certain to precipitate
a well-attended, lively, and probably acrimonious debate in the responsible
church court. What was once regarded as the lifeblood of the uniting de-
nominations and as the primary justification of their union has become one
of our most serious problems.2

It would be hard to deny that evangelism remains, if not a
serious problem for our church, then one of its defining challenges.
I am using the word evangelism in the same sense Grant employed
it in his article, its primary meaning to be found not in "making
Christians or even saving souls but [rather in the] publishing [of]
glad tidings.".3But while the publishing of glad tidings remains a
challenge for us, I have the impression that the atmosphere within
the United Church has grown more congenial to talk of evange-
lism. Indeed, far from being "convulsed by acrimonious debate"
at the mere mentionof evangelism,the churchcourts I attend would
be cautiously if not at times enthusiastically open to such a con-
versation.

I John Webster Grant, 'The United Church and Its Heritage in Evangelism",
Touchstone (October] 983), p. 6.

2 Ibid., p. 8.
'Ibid., p. ]3. (The italics are Grant's.)
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Moreover, there have been a number of developments these
past 19 years, which have left us better positioned to take on the
work of evangelism. These changes include a greater emphasis
upon congregational vitality, an area given a high profile during
Tom Bandy's time at the Division of Mission in Canada; as Bandy
rightly saw, the challenge of evangelism is one that is best met by
thriving congregations. In addition, I would cite our increasing
acceptance of Christendom's demise, and the attendant realization
that the church must hold itself solely responsible for the faith
formation of its members, who are destined to be the prime trans-
mitters of the gospel. Finally, there is a renewed interest in spiritu-
ality, an area that yields fruit of remarkably varied quality, but
nevertheless an area which will directly impact evangelism, since
those who have yet to experience the good news of Jesus Christ in
a personal way, are not likely to possess either the willingness or
the resources to commend it to others. And so there are a number

of hopeful trends when we weigh the United Church's readiness
for evangelism as we move along in the new millennium.

That having been said, there are ongoing concerns, and three
of these I propose to discuss. Two of them w}ll be dealt with in the
present article, while the third will be the subject of a separate
article that is to appear in the next issue of this journal. My focus
is upon our readiness for evangelism. It is not my intention to
address the "how to" questions, or to speak of the external barriers
that await our church, or any other church, wanting to do evange-
lism. (By the external barriers I mean chiefly the ingrained atti-
tudes and mind-sets we will encounter anytime we attempt to com-
municate the gospel to our neighbours). Rather, my intention is to
name three of the internal barriers to evangelism, three of the fac-
tors that tend to create ambivalence, and undermine enthusiasm,
where the profoundly challenging work of bearing witness to the
gospel is concerned. I am convinced that there will not be a re-
newal of evangelism within the United Church until an attempt is
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made to address each of these internal barriers, anyone of which
has the power to subvert our readiness for evangelism.4

I

The first issue I wish to address has to do with our church's

failureto provide a satisfactoryaccountof the relationshipbetween
faith and science. This is the classic problem posed for Christian
faith by modernity, and it remains, in my judgment, a serious ob-
stacle in the area of evangelism. What makes this issue hard to get
at, however, is the unspoken assumption that the sphere of science,
and its relationship to faith, is actually one of our strong suits. To
the extent that we are prepared to acknowledge ongoing tension
betweenChristianityand science,we tend to assumethat it is some-
body else's problem: eitherRomanCatholics still repentingof their
church's mistreatment of Galileo, or the fundamentalist wing of
evangelical Protestantism, still living down the Scopes trial. That
Catholics and Evangelicals face dilemmas that are uniquely theirs
ought not, however, to blind us to the situation we share with them
in regard to the encounter between religious truth and the truth of
sCience.

In his classic study, Science, God, and Nature in Victorian
Canada, Carl Berger provides an insightful sketch of the impact
Darwin's theories had on Canadian culture. Noting that it was,
"naturalists, and not just theologians [who] insisted on [the] fu-
sion of the sacred and the secular,"5Berger draws a portrait of

4 There is, of course, considerable overlap between what I am calling the
"external" and the "internal" barriers. That is to be expected. As Karl Barth
notes, "the concern of evangelisation is...to sound out the Gospel on [the] shifting
frontier between tme and merely nominal Christians." Because that frontier is
continually shifting, the "internal" mind-sets and attitudes that will inhibit our
readiness to carry the gospel to others, will often be identical to the "external"
ones that provoke resistance in those to whom the gospel is to be conveyed. See
Karl Barth, Church Dogmatics IV, III, second half(Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1962),
p.874.

5 Carl Berger, Science. God, and Nature in Victorian Canada, (Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1983), p. 50.

- - - - -- - ---
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Victorian culture in which natural history and religious considera-
tions were "so intimately intertwined...that it was inconceivable to
study nature without reference to a higher power."6 Berger re-
gards Darwin as the "reluctant fatherof a revolution thatultimately
destroyed traditional natural history and the amalgam of science
and faith."? In Canada, as in the United States, the most obvious
consequence of that revolution was the division of Protestantism
into modernist and fundamentalist camps.s But while the
wrongheadedness of the fundamentalist retreat from modernity
became apparent almost immediately,it has taken longer to under-
stand the consequences of the response liberal Protestantism made
to modern science.

Few realize that it was a Canadian, the geologist Sir William
Dawson - while serving as Principal of McGill University during
a remarkable 38 year period from 1855 until 1893 - who was
regarded by his contemporaries as "the most distinguished anti-
Darwinian in the English speaking world".9 Noting, with regret,
that a "certain hysteria" crept into Dawson's later books and es-
says,IOCarl Berger nevertheless credits Dawson with a trenchant
understanding of the central challenge Darwin's theories - espe-
cially his understanding of scientific methodology - posed to
Christian faith.

Darwin's Canadian critics either explicit]y recognized or vaguely sensed that
with the theory of evolution science had somehow transgressed its proper
limits and was claiming to explain a reality that was both material and spir-
itual on materialist grounds alone Dawson was quite emphatic in saying
that Darwin and his supporters had been so intoxicated by the genuine achieve-
ments of Victorian science that they seemed to believe that science could
account for all problems oflife and nature. To begin by excluding any notion

· Ibid., p. 32.
7 Ibid., p. 53.
, See Robert A. Wright, "The Canadian Protestant Tradition, ]9] 4-1945", in

The Canadian Proleslanl Experience: /760 - /990, ed. George A. Rawlyk,
(Burlington: Welch, 1990), p. ]58f.

o Berger, p. 61.
10Ibid.
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of final cause and then to construct arguments confined to material forces
was to argue, to no purpose, in a circle. II

A Wedge Between Mind and Heart

Let's not be quick to assume we have nothing to learn from
Dawson. Unlike him, we have made our peace with the modem
scientific paradigm; in the process of so doing, however, we have
paid a high price. Berger speaks ofa "fragmentation of [the] amal-
gam of science and religion, of fact and feeling,"12 that played so
central a role in shaping the culture of Victorian Canada. The
United Church, along with much of mainstream Protestantism, has
largely accepted that fragmentation. When Diogenes Allen speaks
of the modem world as having "driven a wedge between the mind
and the heart"; 13 when Lesslie Newbigin bemoans the
"dualism...between a public world of...facts, and a private world
oLvalues";14 and when the authors of the Hartford Appeal decry
"a religion of pure subjectivity and nonrationality",15 they are all
attempting to warn the church of the danger it faces as a result of
the fragmentation of science and religion.

Ironically, our acceptance ofthis fragmentation appears to have
extinguished curiosity about the remarkable changes taking place
in the scientific community itself. The United Church circles in
which I travel- monthly reading of the Observer forming one of
those circles - exhibit very little interest in the profound para-
digm shift that has transformed science, especially physics, during
the past 100 years. Allen points to the collapse of "the barriers to

II Ibid., pp. 59-60.
12 Ibid., p.77.
13 Diogenes Allen, Christian Beliefin a Postlllodern World:The Full Wealthof

Conviction, (Louisville: Westminster/John Knox Press, 1989), p. I.
14 Lesslie Newbigin, "Religion for the Marketplace", in Christian Uniqueness

Recomidered; The Myth of a Pluralistic Theology of Religions, ed. by Gavin
D'Costa, (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1990), p. 136.

IS "The Hartfort Appeal, (1975)", in Against the Worldfor the World, ed. Peter
L. Berger & Richard John Neuhaus. (New York: Seabury Press, 1976),p. 2.

- - ---
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Christian belief erected by the modem mentality", and argues that
"philosophy and science, once used to undermine belief in God,
are now seen in some respects actually pointing toward God.''i(,
Newbigin argues that "...new developments in physics and cos-
mology open the way for a real dialogue between believers and
scientistssuchas was impossiblewhenthe mechanisticmodeldomi-
nated physics."'7 And Huston Smith speaks of the present time as
"an auspicious moment for the study of religion",18noting that,
"modem science, materialistic to the core, rejected invisibles out
of hand But postmodem science is moving closer to the tradi-
tional view on this score. Ninety per cent of the 'matter' in our
universe is now judged to be 'invisible'; some say ninety-nine per
cent."19 And yet such ideas, and such books as Patrick Glynn's
popularlywritten God: TheEvidence, letalonemoreacademictreat-
ments such as Michael Behe's Darwin s Black Box or Dean Over-
man's The Case Against Accident and Se(FOrganization (a book
for which no less a theologian than WolfuartPannenbergprepared
the foreward), appear to have attracted very little notice within
United Church circ1es.20

There is a sense in which this is neither new nor surprising.
It is, rather, part of the indifferenceliberal Protestantismcontinues
to display toward the entire apologetic enterprise. Writing in a
British context, but with considerable experience of the Canadian
scene, Michael Green notes that "apologetics is in such low es-
teem that in many leading universities and seminaries nobody of

16 Allen, p. 2.
17 Lesslie Newbigin, Foolishness to the Greeks: The Gospel and Western Culture,

(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986), p. 73.
I" Huston Smith, "Postmodemism and the Study of Religion". Journal of the

American Academy of Religion (1990), p. 665.
19 Ibid., p. 666.
20 PatrickGlynn,God.TheEvidence:TheReconciliationof FaithandReason

in a Postsecular World, (Rocklin, California: Forum, 1999); Michael Behe,
Darwin s Black Box, (New York: Free Press, 1996);Dean L. Overman, A Case
Against Accident and Se({-Organi=ation, (Oxford: Rowman & Littlefield
Publishers, 1997).

-- -- ---
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any stature can be found to teach it."21 And he quotes Bertrand
Russell, of all people, who was heard to complain that "...there are
only a few old-fashioned Catholics and a few fundamentalists left
arguing with reason for faith. Most Christians blunt the force of
logic and appeal to the heart, not the head." 22 Given the battering
traditional Christian apologetics endured during the ascendancy
of modern science, it is not hard to understand why apologetics
came to be regarded with suspicion in liberal as well as in neo-
orthodox circles, a stance exemplified in its most militant form by
Karl Barth.23But the situation has changed, and it is past time for
the church to reclaim the apologetic task.24

Not, I hasten to add, because we will thereby find ourselves
equipped with a new and better tool for bludgeoning non-believers
into a pew. There is a place for apologetics in our encounter with
a sceptical world, although experience suggests that philosophical
argument rarely wins outsiders to Christ. The real value in re-
claiming the apologetic task lies in the potential transformation we
ourselveswillundergo,as thoseundertakingleadershipof the Chris-
tian movement, including leadership in the area of evangelism.
Newbigin bemoans "the kind of liberal theology so characteristic
of the later nineteenth and the twentieth centuries in which the

21 Michael Green, Evangelism through the Local Church, (London: Hodder and
Stoughton, 1991,) p. 115.

22 Ibid.

23 "As the sceptical philosopherAntony Flew said of Barth's writings, 'In Barth,
belief cannot argue with unbelief: it can only preach at it.'" Ibid.

24 "Christians...ought to recover and use a word with an important lineage in
Christian theology The word is 'apologetics.' Its meaning in traditional use has
nothing to do with the contemporary sense of the verb 'to apologize,' denoting
instead reasoned argument in defense of what one takes to be true against views
that one takes to be false--against, that is, potential or actual challengers to one's
own beliefs. It is a term historically associated with argument in support of
specifically religious claims, but it is a more widely applicable intellectual virtue.
Religious communities--or at least some of their members--have both a moral
and intellectual duty to engage in polemics." Paul J. Griffiths, "Why We Need
Interreligious Polemics", in First Things, (June/July 1994), p. 35.

- - --- -- - - - -
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boundaries of what is possible to believe were firmly fixed by the
axioms of the Enlightenment."25 Allen concurs, noting that,

many of the principles ofthe modem mentality have deeply penetrated Chris-
tianity itself. We have incorporated within Christian theology so many of
the attitudes and convictions of the modem mentality that we have become

incapable of achieving 'the full wealth of conviction' that followers of Christ
ought to have.2"

Nor will we be capable of overcoming the "modern mental-
ity" until we are prepared to challenge the "fragmentation of sci-
ence and religion, fact and feeling" that is at the heart of moder-
nity. Newbigin asks:

Is it or is it not the case that every human being exists for the joy of eternal

fellowship with God and must face the possibility of missing that mark,

forfeiting that prize?...!t will not do to say that the determination of character

by the stmcture of the DNA molecule is a fact that any child must learn to

understand, but that the determination of all proper human purposes by the

glory of God is an opinion that anyone is free to accept or reject. The ques-

tion of which is the real world simply cannot be permanently evadedY

Newbigin's point being, of course, that it is nothing less than
the question of truth that cannot be pen11anentlyevaded. As an-
other Berger, this time Peter, reminds us, "theology must begin
and end with the question oftruth."28 One could do worse than to
paraphrase Peter Berger to the effect that evangelism must also
begin and end with the question of truth. Indeed, evangelism may
very well be the dimension of the church's life in which it will
most quickly become apparent whether the church regards matters
offaith as matters of truth. Our readiness to commend the faith to

others hinges directly upon our readiness to regard Christian faith
not merely as our personal preference, but as in some significant

25 Newbigin, Foolishness, p. 45.
2(.Allen, p. 6.
27Newbigin, Foolishness, p. 67.
2RPeter Berger, A Rumor ~lAllgels, (Garden City: Anchor Books, 1969),p. 97.
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way the truth about the world.29 It is hard to imagine our being
able to take that step, however, until such time as we begin our
long overdue encounter - fraught with peril and opportunity -
with the astonishing world of science waiting at our doorstep.

II

There is good reason to suppose that our church will be un-
likely to take that step until such time as we address a second bar-
rier, one posed for us by the pluralistic nature of the religious world
we now inhabit. The United Church, of course, is no stranger to
the question of religious pluralism; the study process that culmi-
nated in the creation of the Mel1dil1gthe World document was from
its inception designed to address that very question.30 But there is
a special relationship between the question of religious pluralism
and the question of evangelism.

Some of the issues confronting us as a result of our pluralistic
context are decidedly practical in nature. The days are long gone
when the United Church would consider it appropriate actively to
recruit committed adherents of other faiths, although one devoutly
hopes that we would never absolve ourselves from the responsibil-
ity of bearing witness to Jesus Christ before all people. But surely

~"Describing the contemporary culture ofpost-modemity Richard Neuhaus, in
his most recent book, has made the following observation. '.Whether it is the
ironic liberalism oftenured professors cleverly 'deconstructing' reality or whether
it is the popular peddling of New Age 'spiritualities; it is a matter of telling fairy
tales. And no matter how many fairy tales we tell, when we know that they are
fairy tales, they cannot re-enchant the world." [ Death on a Friday Afiemoon,

(New York: Basic Books, 2000), p. 104.] Further on, in the same book, Neuhaus
notes: "In an encyclical on mission--Redemptoris Missio (The Mission of the
Redeemer)--John Paul II says, 'The Church imposes nothing. She only proposes.'
But what she proposes she proposes as the truth. This is basic. It is so basic that,
if we don't understand this, all talk about mission really is no more than arrogance
and presumption." (See pages 156-7).

30 Mending the World: An ECllmenical Vision/or Healing and Reconciliation, a
report of the Inter-Church and Inter-Faith Committee of the United Church of
Canada, affirmed by the 36th General Council of the United Church of Canada.

--
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the question grows more complex when the non-Christians we
encounter have not attended their neighbourhood synagogue, tem-
ple or mosque in two or three generations. Is there not good rea-
son to assume that Canadian Christians will be coming face to
face, and with ever increasing frequency,with the sons and daugh-
ters of active Hindus, Buddhists, Sikhs, and Moslems who have
grown as alienated from the religious dimension of their roots, as
have the offspring of so many religiously observant Jews? At what
stage does it become legitimate for us to move from inter-faith
dialogue with nominal members of other faith communities, and
adopt a more unambiguously evangelistic stance? Such questions
need to be asked, lest we find ourselves paralysed as a result of an
unspoken commitment to some rigid schema for identifying those
with whom we may legitimately share the gospel.

Putting such delicate questions of inter-faith etiquette to one
side, there remains the challenging theological task of understand-
ing and articulating the relationship between the world of the reli-
gions and the gospel of Jesus Christ. It is my conviction that the
question of evangelism ought to be more than a marginal consid-
eration, as we wrestle with this challenge. ~oting that "the single
most striking thing about early Christianity is its speed of growth",
N.T. Wright insists that the faith "did not spread by magic"Y On
the contrary, Wright maintains that,

The irresistible expansion of Christian faith in the Mediterranean world dur-

ing the first 150 years is the scarlet thread running through any history of
primitive Christianity. This missionary activity was not an addendum to a
faith that was basically "about" something else Christianity was never more
itself than in the launching of the world mission:'2

It has been argued that this initial burst of evangelistic activ-
ity ought not to be construed as normative for every era of the

JI N.T. Wright, The New Testament and the People of God, (Minneapolis:
Fortress Press, 1992), pp. 359-60.

J2 Ibid., p. 360. The first quotation is from Hengel, the second quotation is from
Meyer.

- ----
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church's life. Raimundo Pannikar, for one, suggests that the Chris-
tian tradition has gone through five distinct phases, moving from
"witness" to "conversion" to "crusade" to "mission" to "dialogue"
during its 2000 year history.33Even Pannikar acknowledges, how-
ever, that throughout its history Christianity "somehow retains all
five traits".34 Moreover, Pannikar appears to underestimate the
significance of the role played by Christian "witness" as a dimen-
sion of each ofthe other four phases, serving as the vital link that
binds all five together.

What is being proposed here, in short, is the need to recog-
nize evangelism{inthe broad sense of "witness" defined earlier by
JohnWebsterGrant)35as normativeChristianpractice. In the words
of Karl Barth: "Certainly a Church which is not as such an evange-
lising Church is either not yet or no longer the Church, or only a
dead Church, itself standing in supreme need of renewal by evan-
gelisation."36 But if that is correct - if it is right to claim that
evangelism, the ongoing work of bearing witness to the good news
of Jesus Christ, is in some sense normative for Christians - then
surely it is appropriate to weigh all of our theological formula-
tions, including those that bear upon the world of religion, in light
of our evangelistic calling.

A Matter of Taste or a Matter of Truth

It would be disingenuous to pretend that there are no dangers
in such a stance, including the danger that we might be tempted to
embrace a crass Christian exclusivism, as a way of keeping the
evangelistic troops on constant red alert. As Richard John Neuhaus
reminds us, the theological vision underlying Christian exclusivism

J3 Raimundo Panikkar, "The Jordan, the Tiber, and the Ganges", in The Myth of

Christian Uniqueness: Toward a Pluralistic Theology of Religions, ed. by John
Hick and Paul Knitter, (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1987), pp. 93-5.

34 Ibid., p. 95.
35 See above, page I.
36 Barth, p. 874.

--------
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is likelier to lead the church into hubris or despair, than into genu-
ine evangelical renewal. Describing the vision of Christian
exclusivism - a belief that implies the eternal damnation of the
vast majority of human beings - as "a nightmarish view of real-
ity", Neuhaus contrasts that view with the "Christian's joyful con-
fidence in 'the mystery of [God's] will, according to his purpose
which he set forth in Christ as a plan for the fullness of time, to
uniteall thingsin him,thingsin heavenandthingsonearth."'37 It
is, quite simply, a mistake to assume that the decision to regard
evangelism as normative for Christians automatically leads to an
exclusivist stance vis Iivis the non-Christian religions.

If Christian exclusivism is an inappropriate response to plu-
ralism, the same must be said of the pluralistic stance that appears
to have become the all-but-official policy of the United Church of
Canada. One needs to speakwith great caution in this regard,how-
ever, since Mending the World- the document that might have
provided some guidelines to help us think carefully about our ap-
proach to religious diversity - chose instead to focus on ques-
tions of social and environmentaljustice. I'll have more to say on
that in the segment of this article which will appear in the next
issue. But while the United Church has failed to make definitive

pronouncements (perhaps that's for the good!), it is hard to escape
the impression that our church increasingly accepts the notion,
central to the pluralistic vision, that religious pluralism is to be
understood in roughly the same way we understand the culinary
pluralism we encounter at a good restaurant - religious plural-
ism as a matter of taste, rather than as a matter of truth.

To my way of thinking, that is a profound mistake, one that is
especially tragic since the appeal of pluralism generally rests on a
failure to recognize that there is a third option, one distinct from
both pluralism and exclusivism. It is generally known as Christian
inclusivism, a stance that permits the church to recognize and to
honour all that is good, beautiful and true within the world of non-
Christian religion, without relinquishing the central truth claims

-'7 Neuhaus, p. 175.
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of the Christian faith. In the words of Harold Coward, writing in
the May 1993 issue of Touchstolle, "it is out of the strength and
security of our own commitment that we can be truly open to oth-
ers in what they believe."38

That having been said, I have come to doubt whether the in-
tellectual dynamism that has been characteristic of Christianity from
its inception permits the Christian movement to stop there. It should
be clear that the respectful "confessionalism", advocated and ex-
emplified by Coward, will always provide a healthy foundation
and an appropriate starting point for those Christians who want to
be in conversation with adherents of the non-Christian faiths. There

is, however, good reason to suspect that the church will eventually
see the need to push further, from a confessional stance to a bolder
(and far riskier) attempt at the creation of a new Christian synthe-
sis. There is, of course, good reason for hesitation in the face of so
daunting a task. Raimundo Pannikar, for one, cautions against such
a synthesis. In his remarkable essay "The Jordan, the Tiber, and
the Ganges," he notes that the Christian tradition, "until now...[has]
absorbed syncretistically the 'good things' of the Mediterranean
religions. Why cannot they do something similar with other reli-
gions?"39 For his part, Pannikar urges the church IlOt to take that
route, suggesting that what he calls "the christie principle is merely
the centre of reality as seen by the Christian tradition. But this
vision is only the Christian vision, not an absolutely universal
one."40

With all due respect to Pannikar, his prescription for Chris-
tians is one that would likely lead not only to the demise of the
evangelistic endeavour, but of the Christian movement itself. Just
as there can be no avoiding the long overdue encounter between
the gospel and post-modern science, there can be no avoiding the
encounter between the gospel and the world of the religions. Here

JO Harold Coward, "Hinduism's Sensitizing of Christianity to Its Own Sources"
Touchstone, May 1993, p. II.

J9 Pannikar, p. 91.
40 Ibid., p. 92.

- - -
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again, it is an encounter that will entail apologetics, the never end-
ing task of understanding the world in light of the gospel as well as
the on-going task ofreframing the gospel in light of what we know
about the world. Fraught with risk though that task may be, each
of the alternatives is even more risk-laden. In the memorable words

of New big in:

When a society is brought into contact with another society having a differ-
ent plausibility stmcture, four responses are possible. The first is simple
rejection and the putting up offences around the home ground. A second is
surrender to the invader. The third is the struggle to reform the existing
plausibility stmcture so that it can take account of the new insights brought
by the invader. The fourth is pluralism: what is tme for us may not be tme
for them. The third of these options is what a living culture will choose; the
fourth, I suggest, is the sign of approaching death."

As one who takes Newbigin at his word, I believe that we
dare not avoid the challenge of "reforming existing Christian plau-
sibility structures", both in light of contemporary science and in
light of the religious plurality that is an inescapable part of the
contemporary scene. One can only hope that the church will heed
Diogenes Allen's call for the development of a theology "in which
the reality of other religions is taken into account, a Christian the-
ology of other faiths."42 Peter Berger echoes that call, suggesting
that the history of Christian thought has been decisively shaped by
four great encounters: (I) with Platonic hellenism in antiquity, (2)
with Islam, (3) with Aristotelian hellenism in the middle ages, and
(4) with modern science over the past 200 years. "It may be that
the dialogue with modernity has now exhausted itself, and that the
dialogue with the great religions of Asia may offer the next - if
you will, the fifth - great encounter."43 In a similar vein,
Pannenberg admonishes the church to "be open and ready to ac-
cept whatever truth...[it]can accept and learn from other religious

41 Newbiggin, "Marketplace", p. 135.
42 Allen, p. 17.
43 Peter L. Berger, "God in a World of Gods", First Things, August/September

1993, p. 26.
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traditions in order to incorporate those elements of truth into our
own understanding of God and of his revelation."44And perhaps
most boldly, John Cobb insists:

If we trust Jesus Christ as our Lord and Saviour, we have no reason to fear

that truth from any source will undercut our faith. Indeed, we have every
reason to believe that all truth, wisdom and reality cohere in him [And
while] it is hard in the name of Jesus Christ to suppose that we are already in
possession of the fullness of truth..., history may yet prove that Jesus Christ
is the one way to wholeness of truth that has incorporated the wisdom of all
the world's great traditions!45

It goes without saying that such a tack will leave the church
vulnerable not only to the charge of cultural imperialism, but also
to the reproaches of those conservative Christians who will as-
sume that any willingness to learn from other religious traditions
constitutes a betrayal of the gospel. None of that ought to deter us
from doing what the church has always done in the name of Jesus
Christ: to embrace the world of truth, and the truth of the world, in
the name of the truth about Jesus Christ. In my judgment, any-
thing less guarantees that we will not be able to restore a healthy
confidence in the gospel, the sort of confidence that is an absolute
prerequisite to our becoming, once again, a church that embodies
an appropriate measure of readiness for evangelism.

As indicated at the beginning, the third barrier to renewing
evangelism will be discussed in an article that will appear in the
next issue of this journal.

44 Wolfhart Pannenberg, "Religious Pluralism and Conflicting Truth Claims",
in Christian Uniqueness Reconsidered; The Myth of a Pluralistic Theology C?f
Religions, ed. by Gavin D'Costa, (Maryknoll: Orbis Books, 1990), p. 103.

45 John B. Cobb Jr., "Being a transformationist in a pluralistic world", The
Christian CentlllY, August 10-17, 1994, pp. 749-50.
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Sermon I

"NO EVIL SHALL BEFALL YOU"

by Ed Searcy

Psalm 91 is a gorgeous song of faith. In the fourth century
the famous Christian bishop Athanasius writes: "If you desire to
stablish yourself and others in devotion, to know what confidence
is to be reposed in God, and what makes the mind fearless, you
will praise God by reciting the ninety-first Psalm". For that matter,
when DianneAnderson discoveredthat we wouldbe reading Psalm
91 this morning she sentthe followingtestimony:"It was this psalm
I read daily to get me through the days of my separation and di-
vorce ... There were months of crying ... I never stopped reading
this psalm for a whole year. Psalm 91 got me through the toughest
time of my life thus far." When Gerald Hobbs and others were
shapingthe richcollectionof hymnsthat is nowcalled VoicesUnited
they were searching for songs like this one. They were wondering:
"What will our children sing when they are living in old folks'
homes? What beloved hymns and psalms will they have to carry
the faith in their old age?" "On Eagles' Wings" - the setting of
Psalm 91 that we are about to sing - feels as though it will be-
come one of those beloved favourites. It is a powerful song offaith
in our God who will protect, who will answer and who will save. It
is just the text that seems called for in the midst of fearful times.

Or, perhaps you have already noticed that there is trouble
written all over this beloved song of faith. I wonder how many
found themselves choking over "though thousands fall about you,
near you it shall not come". Is this really how it works? Those who
"dwell in the shelter of God, who abide in God's shelter for life"

I This sennon was preached at University Hill Church, Vancouver, on September
30, 2001, just over two weeks after the September 11 attacks in New York,
Washington and Pennsylvania.
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will not suffer disaster? We can understand why Premier Campbell
said "thank God" this week as he recounted how his son overslept
on September 11'\ and missed his planned trip to the top of the
Twin Towers. But was sleeping-in really the doing of a guardian
angel and, therefore, something to "thank God" for? And what of
those who did not sleep in? What of those who made it to work
high in the towers on time that morning? Or who rushed through
traffic to catch their doomed flights? Did not one of them place
their trust in God? Were they all abandoned by the angels charged
with guarding their lives? Of course, the problem runs deeper than
that. It runs to the children suffering in Mamolete's beloved Lesotho,
so many children orphaned by the cruelty of AIDS which devours
the land. It runs to the Dominican Republic where Jan will, when
she lands there this week, once again see the injustices of the world
lived out in such heartbreaking relief. This problem of trusting in a
good and just God in the face of the unmistakable presence of evil
on the earth is not a new one. Yet after the eleventh of September
we North Americans cannot pretend nearly the blindness to such
trouble that we did just one short month ago. What, then, of Psalm
91 with its apparent naivete? Shall we silence all singing of such
child-like faith? No. We will sing Psalm 91 because it is our pre-
cious inheritance, one of the songs of our ancestors that has given
voice to God's Word in the past, and may yet speak God's living
Word today.

But before we sing let us pay some attention to all of this
Psalm, because the version we read and sing in Voices United has
been edited for use in worship. Opening the unedited version in
the Bible we hope for something that will solve the problem, some
word or phrase that will fix everything. Instead, we find that the
full text only makes things worse:

You who live in the shelter of the Most High, who abide in the shadow
of the Almighty,

will say to the LORD,"My refuge and my fortress; my God, in whom I
trust. "

For he will deliver you from the snare of the fowler and from the deadly

----
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pestilence;
he will cover you with his pinions, and under his wings you shall find

refuge;
his faithfulness is a shield and buckler.

You will not fear the terror of the night, or the arrow that flies by day,
or the pestilence that stalks in darkness, or the destruction that wastes at

noonday.
A thousand may fall at your side, ten thousand at your right hand,

but it will not come near you.
You will only look with your eyes and see the punishment of the

wicked.

Because you have made the LORD your refuge, the Most High your
dwelling place,

no evil shall befall you, no scourge come near your tent.

For he will command his angels concerning you to guard you in all your
ways.

On their hands they will bear you up,
so that you will not dash your foot against a stone.

You will tread on the lion and the adder,

the young lion and the serpent you will trample under foot.

Those who love me, I will deliver; I will protect those who know my
name.

When they call to me, I will answer them;
I will be with them in trouble, I will rescue them and honour them.

With long life I will satisfy them, and show them my salvation. (NRSV)

Listen to the trouble. It fills this Psalm of faith. This people
sing about all sorts of worry: "the snare of the fowler", "the deadly
pestilence", "the terror of the night", "the arrow that flies by day",
"the pestilence that stalks in darkness", and "the destruction that
wastes at noonday". For all of its talk of safe refuge this Psalm
reeks with the knowledge of trouble. It is the song ofa people who
have been awakened by the terror of the night, by the same sleep-
less demons of gut-wrenching fear that we confront now.Psalm 91
speaks of what it knows - that its world, like ours, is rife with

- - - ---
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danger. The people of ancient Israel know, as we do, that life is
filled with the threat of death at every turn.

But the people of ancient Israel also know the source of pro-
tection from trouble: "Because you have made the LORD your
refuge, the Most High your dwelling place, no evil shall befall
you, no scourge come near your tent." It is the central line in the
Psalm. The Psalm's most daring declaration of faith: "No evil shall
befall you". It is unfortunate that this bold overstatement slipped
through the editing cracks and is not included in the Psalm as it
appears in VoicesUnited. Unfortunate because none of us should
be saved from confronting the trouble provoked by Psalm 91's
outlandish claim: "no evil shall befall you". Oh, really?!

Youcan hear the overtonesof theAncientNear Eastall through
this lyric. The Almighty God, known as a "refuge", a "rock" in the
wilderness a place of "shelter", one that provides a "shadow" in
which to rest from the heat of the day, the only place in which one
can breathe and find comfort in such an unforgiving land. The au-
thor of the Psalm seems to have been meditating on the "Song of
Moses", an old ballad that sings of God raising up Israel as an
eagle raises its young (Deuteronomy 32:1-43), and that tells of
Israel running off to seek refuge in other gods, gods that provide
no security. So, in the Psalm, the Almighty is both "rock" of safe
refuge and "eagle" sheltering and nurturing its young beneath its
wing. Psalm 91 recites the poetry of faith. It is beautiful poetry,
powerful poetry, but is it true poetry?

The ancients hoped so. They made Psalm 91 a talisman. Ar-
cheologists find scraps of Psalm 91 torn and folded inside tiny
amulets that were worn around the neck, a lucky charm, an ancient
St. Christopher's medal for travellers, a protection against all sorts
of evil that is loose in the world. Perhaps this is why verses from
Psalm 91 come so easily to the devil's lips when tempting Jesus in
the wilderness. Remember? "The devil took him to Jerusalem, and
placed him on the pinnacle of the temple, saying to him, 'If you are
the Son of God, throw yourself down from here, for it is written,

-- - ---
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'He will command your angels concerning you, to protect you',
and 'On their hands they will bear you up, so that you will not dash
your foot against a stone'" (Luke 4:9-11). Imagine the first genera-
tions of Christians - those first disciples on the Way - as they
retell this story of temptation. They know it all too well. They are
rightly afraid. Families are rejecting some of them. Neighbours
are shunning others of them. Authorities are hunting more and more
of them. The temptation to have hard proof of God's trustworthi-
ness is huge. Jesus says to the Tempter: "It is said, 'Do not put the
Lord Y9ur God to the test'" (Luke 4: 12). There will be no amulets
or lucky charms, no experiments or collecting of empirical data,
no proving or disproving the trustworthiness of God in the face of
terror. It will all be by faith.

If you had not guessed by now, there is no easy way around
the trouble. There is no pat answer for the problem theologians
call "theodicy". Theodicy. It is the shorthand, compound word that
combines the Greek words for "God" and "justice". Whenever the
word theodicy is mentioned one is meant inevitably to wonder: "If
God is just, then why is there so much injustice?" I would be fool-
ing you, and you would know it, if right now I were to offer a cute
story or a glib answer that wrapped the whole infernal problem up
in a way that rescued Psalm 91 from this sort of trouble. So I won't.

Yet Psalm 91 does tell the truth. Not an easy truth, but the
truth, nonetheless. Truth which we can only tell by recalling our
story of evil and of good, of death and of life. Notice that Jesus
does not sing Psalm 91 at the moment of his death. Instead he
recites another song ... the 22ndPsalm: "My God, my God, why
have you forsaken me? Why are you so far from helping me, from
the words of my groaning" (Psalm 22: I). In the moment of his
great need for angels who will bear him up, Jesus finds himselfleft
alone. God's own Messiah is slaughtered, the victim ofstate-spon-
sored terrorism. The Son of God, himself an innocent victim, shares

in the fate of a world that seems hopelessly infected with evil. On
Good Friday, and on Holy Saturday, no one can sing Psalm 91

- - - -- - - - --- -
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because there are no angels and there is no refuge and there is
every reason to fear "the terror of the night" and "the destruction
that wastes at noonday".

We know the awful tragedy of Good Friday. Our God knows
the agony of unspeakable terror. But we are an Eastered people.
Our community takes shape when the angels arrive on the scene of
evil's triumph, saying: "He is not here; for he has been lifted up".
This is the testimony that we have learned to trust. This is the
amazing evidence that fuels our hope. This is the reason that we
dare to sing the 9151Psalm in the face of so much trouble. In the
end, evil does not befall God's Beloved. God hears the cry of aban-
donment and sends angels and makes new. It is as simple as that,
and as hard as that. This is the impossibly good news we call gos-
pel. To be honest, in a tragic world like this, such incredibly good
news is hard to trust. That must be the reason that, in its closing
verses, Psalm 91 turns. It stops being a mere description of God's
trustworthiness. The Psalm suddenly becomes the solemn, sworn
oath of the LORD: "When they call to me, I will answer them, I
will be with them in trouble, I will rescue them and honour them".

We recognize this voice. It is the Easter promise of Jesus Christ,
the Risen One, saying to his frightened flock in every age: "And
remember, I am with you always, to the end of the age" (Matthew
28:20b). Thank God. Thank God.

----



Profile

C.W. GORDON, A.K.A. RALPH CONNOR:
CLERGYMAN, AUTHOR, CHAPLAIN
AND MODERATOR

by David Marshall

The Rev Charles W.

Gordon (1860-1937) was
one of the most celebrated

public figures in the Canada
of his generation. What
made him famous was his
"million dollar sermons".'

Using the pen name Ralph
Connor,he was the authorof
twenty-seven novels, plus
numeroussketchesand short
stories. Connor fiction was
sermons in fictional guise.
His adventure tales demon-
strated his firm belief in the

transforming power of the gospel. They were parables reminding
readers of the virtue of forgiveness, of the presence of God in the
midst of human suffering, and of the possibility of the most sinful
person being changed by the gospel. Despite the fact that his fame
came through his career as a writer of popular adventure stories,
Charles Gordon considered himself to be primarily a minister of
the gospel. 2

I "Ralph Connor and His Million Dollar Sermons" Maclean s Magazine, Nov.
15,1953

2 C.W. Gordon, Postscript to Adventure: The Autobiography of Ralph Connor
(Toronto: McClelland & Stewart, 1937), xviii
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He was born in Glengarry County in the southeast comer of
Canada West (Ontario) into a devout Presbyterian family where
the evangelicalcreed wasunquestioned.His father,Daniel Gordon,
a minister in the Free Church, was known as a stem, fiery Presby-
terian Sco~,who disciplined church members for any breach of the
church's moral code. Charles' mother, Mary Robertson, had at-
tended Mount Holyoke College in New England. Like all gradu-
ates of that prestigious women's institution, she was guided by a
strong sense of mission and she impressed her son with the same
conviction.

When Charles was ten, the family moved to Harrington, On-
tario. He attended the local elementary school, and then went to
the nearby St. Mary's High School where he was fortunate to be
taught by the classicist William Dale, who impressed the young
Charles with a love of language and literature. In 1879, Charles
entered University College, Toronto, where he studied the clas-
sics. Then he prepared for the Presbyterian ministry at Knox Col-
lege, beginning in 1884. The currents of a more liberal theology
were on the rise at the College. Charles was impressed with this
liberal spirit, which suggested that the Bible contained the Word
of God but was not always to be read literally.This approach liber-
ated ministers from old church doctrines, especially the ones sug-
gesting a punishing deity, and allowed them to preach about a lov-
ing and merciful God. A staple of the Knox curriculum was that
students were required to put in their summers supplying mission
fields. Thus Charles spent the summer of 1886in Manitoba, where
his love of the West was first kindled.

After graduating in the spring of 1887, Charles and four of
his college mates spent a year studying at Edinburgh University.
Charles' appreciationofliberal theologywas strengthened through
his contactwith various Scottishdivines. It was Henry Drummond,
however, the author of the immensely popular book, The Natural
Law in the Spiritual World,who impressed Charles the most, and
had a lasting influenceupon him. Drummondchallenged the bleak
Darwinianviewthat natureand humanhistorywere solelythe prod-
uct of grim natural processes. Instead Drummond affirmed that

--- - -----
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there was harmony between divine law and the forces in the natu-
ral world.

In 1889, the Presbytery of Calgary ordained Charles Gordon.
His first charge was in the mission field of Banff-Canmore. Charles
spent three years ministering to the hardened men of the lumber
camps and mining towns. While struggling to provide church serv-
ices as a necessary counterbalance to the powerful forces of drink
and prostitution, Charles became convinced that the Presbyterian
Church had to commit more resources into western mission fields.

In his view the church was the only institution that could challenge
the potent forces of sinfulness in the West. He developed a close
working relationship with James Robertson, the Presbyterian Su-
perintendent of Missions for the North West who, in the formation
of Charles' understanding of his Christian calling, became as in-
fluential as Henry Drummond.3

In 1892, Gordon was called to the West End mission in the

suburbs of Winnipeg. Under his active ministry this mission field
quickly grew into a self-sustaining congregation, St. Stephen's Pres-
byterian Church. He also continued to work closely with Robertson.
Gordon had developed a deep love and commitment to the West;
his parish was western Canada. At the 1896 General Assembly
meeting of the Presbyterian Church, on the grounds of economy,
the funds for the western mission field were cut back. Furious about

this decision, Charles stormed into the offices of The Westminster:
A Presbyterian Paper for the Home, which was edited by his Knox
College friend James Macdonald. Charles demanded that
Macdonald use his paper to advance the cause of mission in the
West. Macdonald countered with the suggestion that it was up to
Charles, who knew about the conditions in the West, and the diffi-

3 Indeed after Robertson's untimely death in 1902, Gordon began to prepare a
full-length biography of his mentor. It was well researched, since Gordon had
access to Robertson's correspondenceand the records of the PresbyterianChurch.
Theresultwasanengaging,laudatorybook thatalsochroniclesthestoryof the
growth of the Presbyterian Church in the West. See Charles W. Gordon (Ralph
Connor) The Life of James Robertson (Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Company,
1908).
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culties that faced the church there. Macdonald went further, en-
treating his friend not to produce some factual account. Instead he
encouraged him to write about the West in a way that would catch
its spirit and capture people's imagination.

Charles rose to the challenge. In December of 1896, he sub-
mitted a story to Macdonald for publication in The Westminster,

called "Christmas Eve in a Lumber Camp". This sketch told a story
of how the missionary's recounting of the meaning of Christmas
moved one of the toughest men of the lumber camp to fall to his
knees in prayer and encouraged the other men to open their hearts
to Christ. This modern version of the prodigal son story was pub-
lished in the January 1897 edition of The Westminster, and it was
the most popular feature in the magazine. Macdonald received a
great deal of mail from clergy and church members writing about
how inspirational the story was. Readers responded to the underly-
ing Christian message, as well as to the colourful and romantic
setting of the Rocky Mountains and the dramatic conflict on the
western frontier between the forces of Christianity and sin. Moreo-
ver, the readers and Macdonald, both, wanted more sketches from
this stilTing and inspiring writer of Christian tales.

"Ralph Connor", encouraged by this early enthusiasm, con-
tinued writing sketches that appeared in The Westminster.
Macdonald then published them as a novel at the end of 1897.
Black Rock: A Tale of the Selkirks featured the exploits of the mis-
sionary and some of the converted lumber workers in cleaning up
the evil liquor trade in the logging camps. It became a best-selling
temperance novel. To earnest Christian readers Connor's fiction

was a dramatic but believable account of the power of the gospel
in the toughest conditions among the most irreverent men. Gordon
quickly followed this sensational first novel with the even more

popular The Sky Pilot: A Tale of the Foothills (1899). This book
focused on a young missionary who was able to explain the why of
human suffering, and the presence of a loving God, to the wild and
scornful Gwen who had experienced an accident that robbed her
of the ability to ride her horse in the open ranges of her beloved

foothills country. The fruits of God's love thrived in the most tragic,

-- - -- - -
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depressing, and dark circumstances. The Man From Glengarry
followed in 1900. This novel had an expanded canvas as it fol-
lowed the exploits of its missionary hero from the lumber camps
of the Ottawa Valleyto the mission fields of western Canada. This
broad Canadian canvas became a fonnula for Connor fiction for

the next decade. Gordon published a string of highly successful
novels, or extended dramatic sennons, featuring the exploits of his
muscular Christian missionary heroes.4

Connor's fiction reassured readers of the transfonning power
of the gospel. The novels were not theological tracts; they did not
includeany abstractdiscussionsof Christianfaith.InsteadConnor's
missionary protagonists presented gospel truths in the same man-
ner as Jesus Himself, with concrete simplicity through reliance on
the parable or story to illustrate Christian truth. Connor's books
dressed the Christian message in action-packedadventure tales that
took place in a dangerous but beautiful and romantic setting. As a
result, they were able to compete in a popular culture where a host
of entertainment activities, including sports, excursions, theatre,
the cinema, and the sensational dime novel, were battling for at-
tention. Gordon also granted stage rights and later film rights to
his novels, in the hope that his Christian stories would uplift these
institutions that had fallen prey to many sensational influences of
questionable moral character. Gordon was convinced that through
popular culture he could evangelize the Canadian people.

Gordon's literary fame had a positive impact on his personal
life. He was involved in a long courtship with Helen King, the
daughter of the Rev. John Mark King, the first Principal and Pro-
fessor of Theology at Manitoba College, a Presbyterian college
affiliated with the University of Manitoba. Initially King opposed
the relationship because he felt Charles lacked the means and ca-
reer prospects to look after his daughter. Eventually he yielded to
the wishes of the detennined couple, and blessed the marriage
shortly before he died. Charles and Helen married in1899. Soon

4 For example, The Prospector: A Tale of the Crows Nest Pass (1904) and The
Doctor: A Tale of the Rockies (1906).
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after, they started their family with the birth of their only son,s
followed by the births of five daughters. Helen supported Charles
in his pastoral and mission work at St. Stephen's, being particu-
larly active in the Women's Missionary Society.

Gordon eventually earned an immense amount of money on
royalties from his books. He built a grand house in the most exclu-
sive area of Winnipeg, Armstrong's Point. He also built a cottage
at Lake of the Woods, a summer retreat area that also attracted the
Winnipeg elite. The cottage was on an island called Birkencraig.
Gordon spent his summers there, where he wrote a great deal. He
also pursued his many hobbies, including canoeing, wood chop-
ping, playing music, and telling stories around the campfire.

For the Christmas market, Connor published a series of devo-
tional pamphlets, The Angel and the Star; The Dawn by Galilee;
and TheRecall of Love, which dramatized central stories of Jesus'
life and ministry. In essence these pamphlets were biblical fiction.
Gordon was convinced that people were losing touch with the
Bible, particularly the events and teachings of Jesus' life. Embel-
lishing the biblical stories with detail and drama, he thought he
could make them more readable in an increasingly secular culture
where the Bible was no longer commonly read.

Gordon's literary fame did not distract him from his duties as
a minister and pastor. He led his St. Stephen's congregation in a
variety of missionary campaigns. Since his church was located in
Winnipeg, Gordon was witness to the massive migration of thou-
sands of people, especially Jews and Ukrainians, into Winnipeg's
North End. He spearheaded his congregation into supporting a
mission house to help immigrant families survive. Like his
progressive contemporaries, such as J.S. Woodsworth of the

5 Charles was particularly close to his son, who was named King. King Gordon
followed his father's footsteps into the ministry of the United Church, but was
driven out of his teaching position in United Theological College at McGill
University in 1933.The official reason for his dismissal was budgetary,but there
are grounds to believe that his Christian socialism, and support of the c.c.F.,
were also strong motives for his being removed. Whatever the case, Charles
supported his son during his falling out with the United Church.

-- - - - -
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Methodist Church, Gordon was not opposed to immigration. But
he thought that foreign immigrants, in order to become good citi-
zens, should assimilate to the Canadian way of life, which he
equated with a Protestant Christian way oflife. As a result, Gordon
campaigned vigorously against separate denominational schools.
His view of immigrants was captured in one of his more contro-
versial books, TheForeigner:A Taleof the Saskatchewan (1909).

The Needs o~Both Labour and Capital

Gordon's social gospel ministry also extended to workers. He
was appointed mediator, under the Industrial Disputes Investiga-
tion Act (1907) in various labour disputes based in Winnipeg, and
also in the coal-mining region of the Rockies. In mediating strikes
or industrial conflict, Gordon sought just working conditions and
a fair wage for the workers. "The church that fails the working
man" he proclaimed, "departs from the allegiance ofChrist."6 But
he was determined that this objective be met with a Christian-based
recognition of the needs of both labour and capital. Gordon sup-
ported the social gospel because he believed firmly that Christ's
life and teaching made it imperative that principles of love, jus-
tice, and "brotherhood" be applied to everyone in society.

Despite this array of social reform activities, Gordon was es-
sentially a preacher of the gospel. His preaching was powerful; it
could move the most hardened listener to an outburst of emotion

or personal conviction.7 Gordon did not have the temperament or
physique of a great pulpit orator.His manner was soft-spoken; but
he spoke with clarity and force. His piercing grey eyes struck many
sitting in the church pews with a sense of his deep faith. One of his
collegechums fromKnoxCollege,describedhis bearingina church
service as "tall slender and well set-up, with a pale intellectual
face. His voice, as he speaks, is soft and clear. He reads with

o C.W. Gordon Papers, Box 16, Folder 1, Minutes of the Board of Moral and
Social Reform

7 Public Archives of Manitoba, Charles Gordon Papers, April 23, 1905
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expression and his prayers are reverent and intimate. . .. He thinks
clearly, and as might be expected, expresses himself in chaste and
elegant language."R His preaching stressed the individual's rela-
tionship to God and drew on the tradition of nineteenth century
evangelicalism. Gordon believed that personal conversion was a
necessary pre-condition for Christian-based social reform. Thus
he actively supported campaigns for evangelization and the cru-
sades of urban revivalists, such as Dwight L. Moody and Reuben
Torrey, whose preaching concentrated on eradicating sinfulness
through individual conversion.

When WorldWar I broke out in the autumn of 1914,Gordon,
like so many other Canadians, was convinced that it was a crusade
for Christianity as well as a war against Germany. Despite his ad-
vanced age of 54 years, he volunteered to be a chaplain in the
armed services. He enlisted with the 791hCameron Highlanders of
Canada, a regiment based in Winnipeg. Three hundred and fifty
soldiers in this regiment were either members or adherents of St.
Stephen's church! Overseas, the Camerons were merged into the
43'<1battalion. Major Gordon went to the battlefront and was nearly
killed at the battle of the Somme at the Ypres salient. Tragically,
most of the men from his battalion, and from St. Stephen's, per-
ished while attempting to capture the Regina trench. They were
caught on the barbed wire and became easy targets for enemy fire.
Gordon described the carnage that befell the men of the battalion
in stark but clear terms: "On October 8thwe went in with 504 men
and next morning reported only 65."9Although Gordon was sent
back to Canada, his involvement in the war effort continued. He
spokeout in favourof conscriptionin Canada,and across the United
States he encouraged support for the war and for American en-
trance as a combatant on the side of the British Empire. He was
particularly worried that the supreme sacrifice Canadian soldiers

g This descriptionof Gordon by RobertHaddow is found in C.W.GordonPapers,
Box 50, Folder I, scrapbook of press clippings

9 Charles W. Gordon Papers, Box 4, Fd.2, Gordon to William L. Stidger, Oct.
18,1922
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had been making might be forfeited if the contribution to the war
effort in any way faltered.

Gordon wrote two best selling wartime novels. The Major
(1917), published amidst the growing concern about an adequate
number of available men for active military service, was basically
a recruitment novel. The protagonist is a young Mennonite who
rejects the pacifist tenets of his faith andjoins the Canadian Expe-
ditionary Force. TheSky Pilot inNo Man s Land (1919) focuseson
the exploits of a chaplain, much like himself, and on some of the
horrors of the battlefield. The underlying message was that the
casualties of the war were necessary, and essentially Christ-like,
since the men had sacrificed their lives for God.

Gordon was recalled from the warfront back home in 1916at

his own request. He had discovered that many of his investments
had become worthless. The radical deterioration of his personal
wealth was a matter that he wished to keep quiet, and little evi-
dence or discussion of it exists in his personal correspondence; it
is not mentioned in his autobiography. In an effort the regain his
financial standing he sold the movie rights to some of his novels,
including The Sky Pilot, Corporal Cameron of the North West
Mounted Police, The Man From Glengarry, and The Foreigner.
He also hoped that film versions of his stories might uplift an en-
tertainment media that was in desperate need of moral improve-
ment. Film versions of these novels were produced in the early
1920s.King Vidor's versionof TheSky Pilot was particularlypopu-
lar. It played to audiences across North America and had a two-
week run in Winnipeg, where it met with enthusiastic acclaim.10

But none of these ventures brought Gordon the affluence he had
enjoyed previously. He, therefore, continued to publish novels
throughout, and attempted to sell magazine articles.

10KingVidoremergedas oneofAmerica'smostprolificandacclaimedmovie
directors. The 1956 film version of War alld Peace was, perhaps, his most notable
success. For an account of the making of "The Sky Pilot" see King Vidor's
published memoir, A Tree is a Tree (New York, 1953). For the Winnipeg run of
"The Sky Pilot" see the Manitoba Free Press, 14 -24 May, 1921.

---
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A Christian Social Ethic

After the war, Gordon entered the busiest period of his minis-
try. He was asked to serve on the Council ofIndustry, appointed by
the Government of Manitoba in the wake of the violent and pro-
tracted Winnipeg General Strike of 1919. Gordon's belief in the
application of the Christian gospel to find common ground between
the disputing parties of labour and capital was outlined in his post
war social gospel novel, "To Him That Hath" A Novel a/the West
Today (1921). In the aftermath of the war, finding peaceful solu-
tions to conflict, whether it was between labour and capital or na-
tion states, became the overriding preoccupation of Gordon's so-
cial ethic. He supported the League of Nations and worked vigor-
ously for world peace, eschewing his previous equation of milita-
rism with a Christian calling.

Gordon was elected Moderator of the Presbyterian Church
for the period 1922-24. The Presbyterians were still in a time of
respite, agreed upon during the War, with respect to the negotia-
tions with the Methodists and Congregationalists regarding church
union. Gordon made sure that reports from Presbyterian union com-
mittees were again brought forward, and as a result the controver-
sial path to union resumed while he was Moderator. Gordon's stead-
fast support for church union rested in his dedication to the church's
cause in the West. He was still concerned about whether the West

was getting enough resources and people for the ministry. The only
way to insure that the church would thrive in the West, he thought,
was to end costly inefficient duplication of resources through or-
ganic union. But union was also consistent with his rejection of
dogmatism and sectarianism, a rejection which was rooted in the
liberal Christianity that impressed him as a student. He was active
in the World Council of Faith and Order, which was engaged in
discussions about Christian unity throughout the world.
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During this intensely busy period, Gordon experienced a break-
down in his health. He was exhausted, and could barely carry out
all the preaching duties that came with the position of Moderator.
Shortly before the consummation of church union in June of 1925,
at the age of sixty-five, Gordon retired from the ministry of St.
Stephen's Presbyterian Church. But his wider ministry was not
halted. He continued to write fiction. Some of his novels attempted
to address the moral dilemmas of the post war period. Connor's
fiction, however, had lost much of its popular audience. His didac-
tic stories no longer had appeal in a culture that sought a more
realistic, and perhaps less romantic, view of life. This change did
not deter him. More convinced than ever that people had lost touch
with the Bible and the life of Jesus Christ - in his view the foun-

dation of the Christian faith - he decided to write a popular life of
Jesus. He Dwelt Among Us (1936) was his final "sermon". In de-
scribing his purpose in such a bold writing assignment, Gordon
explained to a friend: "I have a deep conviction that what the world
needs to-day, more than anything else, is a return in simplicity and
faith and loyalty to the heart of Jesus. He is a forgotten Man. He
has become a Name in a book, a Name in a system of theology, a
shadowy Figure in a religious institution, the reality has gone out
of Him, we are no longer able to feel the pulse of His Heart, the
touch of His Hand."11 He Dwelt Among Us allowed readers to
visualize what Christ did and how He felt. Jesus was presented as
a teacher, healer, redeemer, sufferer, and man.

Charles Gordon did not, however, define his Christian minis-

try in terms of writing. His novels had brought him fame, and a
great deal of money. But in his estimation they were merely part of
his greater mission to spread the Word of God. And writing was
only one way to accomplish this. An effective minister of the church

II University of Manitoba, Charles Gordon Papers, Box 3, Folder I, Charles
Gordon to George Adam Smith, Aug. 13, 1936

- - - --
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had to be active. Equally important to Gordon was his work at St.
Stephen's, his political crusades for temperance and Sunday ob-
servance, his labourmediation and work for world peace, his serv-
ice in World War I, and particularly his extensive mission-related
work in western Canada. Just like his "muscular Christian" image
of Jesus Christ, Gordon regarded himself as a man of action. Tobe
a minister of the gospel was not merely a matter of writing and
preaching; one had to live a Christ-like life and constantly be ac-
tive in promoting the gospel. Appropriately he entitled his mem-
oirs, which he wrote in the last year of his life, Postscript to Ad-
venture.
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VIRTUAL FAITH:

The Irreverent Spiritual
Quest of Generation X
by Tom Beaudoin
San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass Publications, 1998
191pp. $24.50

Usuallythebook isbetter than
the movie. However, in the case of
VirtualFaith the book won't live
at all unless you have seen the
movie. Unfortunately, there is no
moviecalled"VirtualFaith" for you
to go and see! But because
Beaudoin draws heavily on several
very specific images from fashion,
music video,and cyberspace,expe-
riencing these things is essential to
graspingand appreciatinghis analy-
sis. So, I recommend you do a cou-
ple of things before reading the
book.

First, ask a youngadult to give
instruction about how to find and
experience the four music videos
listed on page 45, possibly watch-
ing each several times. Second,
spend several evenings - OK, at
leastone wholeeveningand intothe
night - watching a music video
channel.Youdon't know how to do

that? Ask your young adult friend
again. If possible, watch together.

---

Third, go online. Go to your friend
for guidance. Surf. Spend a whole
evening - OK at least an hour -
checking out some Christian sites.
Try the Magazine of Christian Un-
rest at www.ship-offools.com.or the
Student Christian Movement
Canada at www.scmcanada.org.
Go somewhere - anywhere -
where you can join a chat room.
This will be an important experi-
ence to prepare you for reading.

Now it's time to read. Start at
the beginning and read through the
opening pages up to the end of
chapter two. Then go to theend and
read the notes on methods which
formone of the appendices.Finally,
return and pick up at chapter three.
I think this will help you appreci-
ate how Beaudoin is working with
the cultural and scriptural materi-
als.

He sets out to write to "the
faithful, as well as those who con-
siderthemselvesunfaithful"(p.xv),
for both those familiar or unfamil-
iarwith theology,for GenerationX,
for baby boomers, for ministers,
and for those in the academy. He
does not speak to this diverse audi-
ence with a consistent voice. At
times he moves deeply into theo-
logical reflection and reference. At
others he draws heavily on his per-
sonalexperienceof popularculture,
especially in the chapters related to
cyberlife and fashion. When he re-
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flectson the teachingthe churchhas
to offer GenX, his writing takes on
a preachy tone which is very dif-
ferent from the "I'm one of you"
tone in the other passages.

Overall, the book's tone is
uneven and inconsistent,but I liked
that! The effect created by the am-
biguous stance, tone, and perspec-
tive of the narrator is in perfect har-
mony with the ideas Beaudoin is
exploring in the book. Doubt and
the ambiguity of self - in relation
to tradition,in relationto others,and
in relation to faith - are all key
themes that recur throughout the
book.

Beaudoinidentifieshimselfas
a member of Generation X. Typi-
cally sociologists see that as those
born between 1961 and 1981.

Beaudoin speaks in the first person
singular when describing his own
participation in church, things reli-
gious, pop culture, fashion, and
other tech trends. The first person
singular drops as he moves more
deeply into each step of his theo-
logical exploration, and becomes a
plural "we". Whenhemovesto con-
sider what the church has to offer
Gen X, he withdraws completely
and becomes a third party to the
conversation, referring to Gen X as
"they". Where did Beaudoin go?
Does he not require the same in-
struction from the church that he
prescribes for others? Is it cool to
be part of the club who find com-

munity on-line in cyberspace; yet
also correct to dispense wisdom
from the academy to them in a very
objective voice? At the end of the
book I am left wondering, "Who is
Tom Beaudoin?" At the same time

I am left feeling a strong affinity
with the variety of selves which
have been revealed in the book. In
its disunity of voice it describes a
core reality for many in the Gen-
eration X cohort - we put on dif-
ferent selvesfor differentaudiences

as a way to cope, to survive, and to
thrive.

The four major themes iden-
tified by Beaudoin as primary for
Generation X's perceptions are:
suspicionof institutions,primacyof
personalexperience,sufferingas an
expression of religiosity, and am-
biguity as a central expression of
faith and belief. These themes are

not new in the canon of writings
about Gen X. Beaudoin's ability,
however, to weave theological
themes in and around the images,
icons and rhythms of the popular
culture is challenging and helpful.
He is unwilling to dismiss the cul-
ture as devoid of theological and
spiritualmeaning,and puts forward
some unpopular and challenging
notions of where "real" and "vir-
tual" faith is being experienced.

Most importantly,he suggests
that Gen X's "doubtful believers"
are interested in liberating Jesus
from a church institutionwhich has
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captured/crucified the real Jesus
and given us a simulation of him
instead. I think he is right. This is
the most critical part of his analy-
sis for the church, members of the
academy, members of the ordered
ministry, and the "faithful unfaith-
ful" to whomhe addressesthebook.
Even if you cannotexplorepop cul-
ture, even if you have no idea what
participating in an online commu-
nity means, and even if the words
"virtual" and "real" don't make a
lot of sense to you when talking
about theology,read this book any-
way. Watch for the places where
Beaudoin identifies the way Gen-
eration X is liberating Jesus from
the institution. Can you imagine
what that might mean?

Finally, this book needs to be
workedwith in community.Organ-
ize a group to talk with after you
have all read it. I bet you could find
some people in cyberspace who
would love to chat with you! Re-
member,thebookand themovieare
linked. You will be limited in un-
derstanding the one without expe-
riencing the other.

- Allison Rennie

--- --
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GEM: THE LIFE OF
SISTER MAC/
GERALDINE
MACNAMARA
by Eleanor Stebner
Ottawa: Novalis, St. Paul's
University Press, 2001
$12.95

SUPERCAT: THE LIFE
& TIMES OF DONALD
ROBERT KEATING
North Bay: Catchfire
Press, 2001 $18.00

These are two Canadian vol-
umeson urbanand communitymin-
istry,concerningtwotoughpersons,
long in the trade. The books reflect
the grit and struggle of daily urban
life.

Eleanor Stebner's biography of
Sister Geraldine MacNamara -
SisterMac- and DonaldKeating's
autobiography,are largelybased on
the journals that each kept in the
course of theirwork. In an erawhen
few socialactivistsdisciplinethem-
selves to keep such records, Gem
and Supercat are a vivid reminder
that community ministries are cru-
cial to engage, reflect upon, and
share. There may be other ways to
prepare forthe longhauloflife-time
commitments, but to gain the pre-
cious help of hindsight there is no

substitute for sitting at the feet of
those who have been there before.

Both books offer insight on how
it is that pastoral, one-on-one, min-
istries are not enough. They may be
indispensable, but there is also the
prophetic summons to bear witness
to the truth to those in power.

Though stricken by breast can-
cer in her mid-years, Sister Mac had
time to pass on a legacy of exten-
sive inner-city work. This included
ministries with marginalized youth
and young adults. She organized
successful resistance to the plan of
the civic government to build an-
other bridge over the CPR rail
yards, the results of such a bridge
she believed would be the erosion

of neighborhoods. She challenged
the non-poor to make alliances with
the disenfranchised and developed
Rossbrook House (a former United
Church) with the perseverance of
her Sisters of the Holy Name. For
twenty-five years Rossbrook has
sought to embody Sister Mac's
incarnational theology, "No child
who does not want to be alone
should ever have to be". Stebner's

chapters on Rossbrook House, sav-
ing neighbourhoods from expedient
developers, and Sister Mac's battle
with cancer, are superb.

In Supercat (Keating's street
name) we are treated to much rawer
accounts. While driving a cab in
between community organizing
jobs, Don Keating was cut down by
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a head-on car accident. His wife's

gift of a journal early in his minis-
try, and the many more which fol-
lowed over the decades, allowed
him to revisit his varied life experi-
ences and ministries, learning
through reflection, and eventually
sharing with us. Supercat is
Keating's warm and very personal
follow-up to his earlier manual on
community development, The
Power ToMake It Happen (1975).
Complementinghisjournal excerpts
are sets of interviews, letters,
prayers, and generous self-quota-
tions from his earlier book.

Those involved in urbanminis-
try know it is not an easy one to
maintain. I thirsted for more infor-
mation about how Sister Mac and

Keating managed to keep sanely
paced throughthedifficultand frus-
trating times. These books offer
clues. Clearly vital were their

prayers and retreats, the support of
family, friends, and community
members, their theologicaland bib-
lical studies. But singularly, what
stands out is their disciplined
journaling.

Both Sister Mac and Don

Keating,regrettably,exhibitedsigns
of self-righteousness that brought
decreasingtolerance ofby-standers
and well-heeled rationalizers. But
there were also key moments of
awareness when self-righteous
temptations were held in creative
tension with honest-to-God flashes
of humblingmortality,that steadfast
sense that we are not alone and that
our just causes will not be aban-
doned after we depart.

Read the books and celebrate
two remarkable lives.

- Barry Morris

- - - -
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SPEAKING OF SIN: The
Lost Language of Salva-
tion
by Barbara Brown Taylor
Boston: Cowley Publica-
tions, 200, 102pp. $16.40

Observing the nervous skitter-
ing around the use of the word
"evil" to describe the terrorist at-

tacks of September II, one is re-
minded of the loss suffered when

certain highly expressive terms are
politely deleted from usage. It has
been interesting to watch how the
terms "husband" and "wife" are

being excised (in what are admit-
tedly highly circumscribed circles)
and replaced with terms intended to
be more inclusive, such as "partner"
and "spouse". Language does ex-
pand as new words and new uses
for old words are introduced and

adopted, but some handy old words
are disappearing. Speaking of Sin
is a helpful discussion of what hap-
pens when we stop using an impor-
tant word, when we no longer
"speak of sin".

Barbara Brown Taylor has tack-
led the problem of the pastoral need
for the concept of sin. She describes
how words such as sin, damnation,

repentance, penance, and salvation
have disappeared from our prayers,
conversations, and even our
churches: "When we speak of God,

we go straight for the grace" (pA).

But when we fail to speak of sin,
we not make the sin in our lives and
world disappear. By denying the
reality of sin we deny ourselves the
comforts of grace.

Taylor's analysis of where
sin went to points out how the lan-
guages of law and medicine have
replaced that of sin and salvation:
"large numbersof peoplehave sim-
ply stoppedcallingsome things sin.
The really awful things are turned
over to the courts as crimes, while
the more self-destructive things are
turned over the medical establish-

ment as mental illnesses, leaving a
great deal in the middle to become
strictly personal matters" (p.32). In
this abandonment of the Christian
theological paradigm for human
failure and recovery,we cheat only
ourselves: "we have exchanged a
deeply nuanced language for a
much shallower one, and our expe-
rience flattens out to match the lan-
guage we have chosen" (p.38).And
so, "sin is our only hope, the fire
alarm that wakes us up to the possi-
bility of true repentance" (p.67).

This is a useful little book.
Little is the operative word; in a
mere one hundred pages, with
plenty of white space on each page,
the book is a record of three lec-
tures that have not received much
fleshing out before appearing in
book form. Weclergy love to moan
about the price of books, but it cer-
tainly seemsjustified in the case of
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this fattish booklet, with its book-
sized price tag. Its brevity makes it
suitable for church libraries where
the skinnier books are more popu-
lar than the fatterones,becausepeo-
ple have some confidence that they
will actually plough through the
whole thing. It is also safe, fromthe
preacher's perspective, to have this
book in the church library for there
is little in it that one would be
tempted to borrow. I have some-
timesthoughtthatI mightpreferthat
the people at church did not read
Philip Yancey or Tony Campolo
because then I could borrow those
wonderful stories for sennon illus-
trations (giving due credit, of
course!). No fear with Taylor's
book: even in a book about sin,
nothing tempted me to steal.

For the product of a noted
preacher,I foundthis work tobe flat
in style.There are a few good lines,
but this is not compelling reading.
Mostof thestoriesfromthe author's
own life work well, but the book
could have been augmentedwith il-
lustrationsfrommovies,novels,and
current events. While this book is
suitable for the church library, a
book on sin purchased for the
preacher's own bookshelf would
probablyneedquitea bit moretheo-
logical meat on the bones. For a
slightly meatier,but still accessible
book, look at Not The WayIt s Sup-
posed ToBe: A Breviary of Sin by
Cornelius Plantinga Jr. (Eerdmans,
1995).

- Diane Walker
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DEATH ON A FRIDAY
AFTERNOON:
Meditations on the Last
Words of Jesus From the
Cross

by Richard John Neuhaus
New York:Basic Books,
2000. 272pp, $22.95 pb

Richard 10hn Neuhaus, editor of

the journal First Things, is probably
best known for his social and po-
litical commentary. In the present
volume, however, he has struck out

in a different direction. Weaving
together his personal faith experi-
ence along with probing theologi-
cal reflection, this book may be des-
tined to become a devotional clas-

sic - suitable for Lenten study,
naturally, but certainly not restricted
in its relevance to that season.

It is tempting to speculate on the
motives that prompted Neuhaus to
produce this work, so very differ-
ent in character and tone from his

normal output. One suspects that his
growing immersion in recent years
with the writings of Swiss Roman
Catholic theologian, Hans Urs von
Balthasar, played a role in the deci-
sion. Indeed, it was not that long ago
that David Schindler, Balthasar's
foremost American interpreter, ac-
cused Neuhaus, with the latter's

trenchant advocacy of the Ameri-

can project in First Things,ofhav-
ing abandoned the core theological
task. Perhaps this book constitutes
Neuhaus' response. Then again, it
may simplybe that, havingrecently
survived a life-threatening illness,
he was promptedto reflect anew on
the heart of the Christian message.

Death on a Friday Afternoon
consists of a series of seven sus-
tained meditations, one for each of
Christ's seven last words from the
cross. Readers familiar with the
feistiness of Neuhaus' polemical
writing will be struck by the dis-
tinctly differenttone in this volume.
There is a pastoral dimension that
informs every page, a dimension
that is essential to its success,given
the theological and spiritual diffi-
culties that are attached to any dis-
cussion of Christ's passion. The
book's preface sets the tone by de-
scribing an elderly man who lives
next door to Neuhaus' New York
apartment. The man informed
Neuhaus that Good Friday "means
that God killed his son. He could
never respect a man who killed his
son, he declared, and he certainly
could not worship a God who did
such a terrible thing."

The book is, in part, an open
letteraddressed to Neuhaus' neigh-
bour. But it is also directed to the
countless other souls (my congre-
gation boasts two or three hundred
each Sunday)who struggleto make
sense of the atonement. Eschewing

-- --
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polemics, and adopting the irenic
tone of a kind-but-passionate
teacher of the faith, Neuhaus pro-
vides a rich, multi-faceted explora-
tion of Christ's passion and death.
Along the way, readers are treated
to fruitful examinations of many
subsidiary questions, all of them
pastorally relevant, and all of them
central to current theological dis-
cussion. Among other issues, he
addresses the meaningof suffering,
the dynamics offorgiveness, Chris-
tian mission in the context of reli-
gious pluralism, and the universal-
ity of salvation. Given Neuhaus'
personal history as a cradle Lu-
theran who ten years agojoined the
Roman Catholic Church, his treat-
ment of Mary's role in the economy
of salvation is filled with special
wisdom and sensitivity.

It must be acknowledged that
Death on a Friday Afternoon is not
light reading. It is the sort of book
that is best absorbed a few pages at
a time.I foundmyselfunabletoread
for more than five or ten minutes at
a stretch without stopping to wres-
tle with, and hopefullyappropriate,
Neuhaus' many insights. Those for
whomdevotionalreadingissynony-
mous with spiritual fluff will not
respond favourably to this work.
However, anyone seeking devo-
tional reading that will provide a
good stretch for the soul and spirit,
heart and mind, will in this volume
be amply rewarded.

- Foster Freed
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Fishing the Net, after
September 11.

The significance of the
Internet for communication was
brought close to home on Septem-
ber II, when Itried to telephonemy
American relatives. I could not
reach them by phone, but email got
through and I found out that they
were allsafe. Along withmany oth-
ers, I also used the Internet exten-
sively to find information relating
to the tragedy. The top ten terms
used in searches on the "Google
Search Engine (www.google.com)
after the tragedy were:

1.cnn
2. world trade center
3. bbc
4. pentagon
5. msnbc
6. osama binn laden
7. nostradamus
8. american airlines
9. tbi
10. barbara olson

The strange one on the list is
Nostradamus. However, that was
the only one that I was askedabout,
in my capacityas a minister,regard-
ing the followingquote that appears
to refer to the tragedy:

In the city of God there will be
a great thunder,

- - --

Two brothers torn apart by
Chaos,
while the fortress endures,
the great leader will succumb,
The third big war will begin
when the big city is burning.
I went to my favourite site for

checking out Urban Legends
and hoaxes in general -
www.snopes.com - and read that
this is not a Nostradamus quotation
but modified sections. It is not much

different than predicting the end of
the world by using half a verse from
Daniel and another from the Book
of Revelation. This site also de-

bunked the rampaging rumour that
a girl received a letter from her dis-
appeared Afghani boy friend say-
ing terrorists were gong to strike at
U.S. malls on Hallowe'en. Even

more damaging was the rumour that
four thousand Jews employed by
companies housed in the World
Trade Center, warned in advance of

the impending attack, stayed home
from work on September I I .

As an Internet-connected pastor,
I need to take seriously the need to
stop malicious gossip and hate mon-
gering, which is as rampant on the
Internet as anywhere else in the
world - but much more easily dis-
seminated. This role has other func-

tions, also, the first of which is sim-
ply to be informed about the issues.
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For information on terrorism I
read material by George Friedman,
the head of Strategic Forecasting,
who clearly has insider knowledge
of the intelligence situation
(www.stratfor.com).

I also consulted the Institute for
Counterterrorism in Israel
(www.ict.org). Especially helpful
was the article, "The Bin Laden
Principal" by Yoram Schweitzer,
ICT researcher, written more than
a month before the terrorist attack.
Schweitzer lists seven features of
bin Laden's style of operation, all
of which describe what happened
on September II.

TheNew YorkTimeson theWeb
(www.nytimes.com)gives very di-
verse commentary and was most
helpfulin providinga localperspec-
tive. I confess that I was familiar
with this site because I visit it often
to read the latest Doonesbury car-
toon, which can be counted on to
have the occasional explicit reli-
gious perspective.

Twomagazinesthat have exten-
sive Christian material are The
Other Side (the "other side"
of power and privilege) at
www.theotherside.org, and the
onlineversionof Sojourner'sMaga-
zine (www.sojo.net). Both these
sources have email lists that keep
me up-to-date on social issues.

-- ----

Two sources that give non-
western viewpoints are
www.khilafah.com. whichis a Pa-
kistan-based site, and Out There
News which translates stories by
media with sources insideAfghani-
stan. For a list of over 5,300 news-
papers fromaround the world go to
www.thepaperboy.com.all.

Before Sunday morning wor-
ship, I do what manyjournalists do
- begin with the Associated Press
at wire.ap.org.A Canadian source
is www.newswire.ca.whichalsohas
federal government news releases.

September II was also a time
that various online petitions began
to circulate. Before yielding to the
temptation to add my name to the
numerous lists, I reread the article
"Online Petitions - Spanning the
Globe" on the BC Conference web
site at www.llccanbc.orglresourcesl
on/inepetitions.html, which warns
against such a use of the Internet.

Worshipresources were imme-
diately offered by many of the
national church sites, including
the United Church of Canada
(Www.llccan.org), the United
Church of Christ (www.ucc.org),
the United Methodist Church
(www.umc.org), and the Evangeli-
cal Lutheran Church in America
(www.elca.org).
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The United Church of Canada
has been helpful in giving informa-
tion on the action of the church in

providing relief at www.uccan.org/
action.Youwill also find linksthere
to other major church sites that are
concerned with relief and a Chris-
tianresponse,includingthe"Behind
the News: Visions for Peace -

Voicesof Faith website, run by the
World Council of Churches, the
Ecumenical Advocacy Alliance,

and Action by Churches Together.
Last, but certainly not least, is

the pastoral need to talk to children
about the tragedy. The United
Church of Canada quickly put up
some useful guidelines at
www.uccan.orglcim/Ol0911.ltlm.
This included general suggestions,
links to other sites, and a general
bibliography of print material.

- David Martyn

---


